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ABSTRACT

HYDROTHERMAL CARBONIZATON AND CHEMICAL ACTIVATION OF CORN-

BIOETHANOL BY-PRODUCTS
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Advisor(s):

University of Guelph, 2020

Animesh Dutta, Ph.D, P.Eng.

Corn Wet Distillers' Fibre (Corn Fibre) and Corn Condensed Distillers' Solubles (CDS)
were hydrothermally carbonized at various temperatures, and the solid and liquid
products were characterized to identify possible avenues of valorization. The effects of
adding FeCl3 catalyst to the reaction was also studied for the Corn Fibre. Finally, suitability
of Corn Fibre and Corn Fibre hydrochars for activated carbon production was identified
using KOH. The results indicate that Corn Fibre hydrochars show exceptional promise in
typical combustion characteristics including HHV, ash content, hydrophobicity, and solid
yields, as well as high thermal stability and porosity when activated. In particular, an HHV
of 33.91 MJ/kg, ash content as low as 0.2%, and SSA of 1220m 2/g were achieved. The
hydrochars had abnormally high H/C ratios, and the HTC process water was found to
contain HMF. CDS had substantially lower solid yields and thermal stability of hydrochars
but had hydrocarbon rich process water.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background
With increasing environmental concerns and ever decreasing reserves of fossil
fuels, green alternatives for applications traditionally met by fossil fuels is increasingly
important for meeting sustainability and environmental goals. Biomass can serve as a
direct fuel, as a source for the production of biofuels such as coal-like char for solid fuels
or liquid biofuels such as bioethanol, or as a carbon source for advanced carbon material
production.
Biomass is often divided into different categories based on a number of factors.
Biomass which are also used as a food source, such as corn, are referred to as first
generation biomass. Woody biomass or energy crops, such as trees or straws, are
second generation biofuels’, and third generation biofuels are algae type. In addition,
utilizing biomass waste streams can simultaneously decreases costs as well increase
sustainability, by valorizing a material that may have low or negative value, and moving
towards a circular economy. Each biomass source can be processed using a number of
thermo-chemical or bio-chemical processing methods, to convert them to solid, liquid, or
gaseous products that are more easily utilized.
Biomass properties are an extremely important factor in the viability of the biomass
to sufficiently perform in the desired application. For example, innate microstructure of
the biomass may be able to produce products with higher surface area, which is important
for supercapacitor applications. Alternatively, Higher Heating Value (HHV) and moisture
content are important characteristics for consideration of a biomass for use in combustion.
1

There are a wide variety of compositional properties of biomass that should be taken into
account when considering the desired application it may be suitable for.

1.2 Objectives
The objectives of the following thesis are as follows:
1) Characterize the Corn Wet Distillers' Fibre (Corn Fibre) and Corn Condensed
Distillers' Solubles (CDS) biomass streams.
2) Hydrothermally Carbonize Corn Fibre and CDS under a variety of temperatures
and characterize the solid and liquid products to determine valorization
potential of HTC for these streams.
3) Test the effects of various concentrations of FeCl 3 solution on the solid
products of hydrothermally carbonized Corn Fibre.
4) Produce and characterize activated carbon from raw Fibre, Fibre derived
hydrochar, and catalyzed Fibre hydrochar to identify the potential of the
biomass for advanced carbon materials.

1.3 Scope, Limitations and Contribution
This research is designed as a preliminary look at the potential of these biomass
streams for valorization, with a focus on hydrothermal carbonization as a processing
method. These biomass sources have not been previously investigated in the literature
to the authors knowledge, so this analysis will provide a contribution by allowing industry
and future research to have a starting point for further investigation of the material and its
potential as a feedstock in applications including solid and liquid fuels, bio-chemical
2

product synthesis, and advanced materials production. In addition, while much research
exists on catalytic hydrothermal carbonization, only a few studies have investigated the
effects of FeCl3 on the process, likely due to its highly corrosive nature, and no known
studies have used FeCl3 catalyzed hydrochars for subsequent activation. This research
will provide some further insight into the effects of this catalyst on hydrothermal
carbonization and subsequent activation of biomass, as well as identify the potential of
the biomass sources tested for use in activated carbon production.

1.4 Overview of Thesis Format
The following sections of this thesis start with Chapter 2, a review of the literature
on the topic of biomass, thermochemical processing, and activated carbon applications
with a focus on electrochemical devices, as well as an overview of relevant
characterization methods. Chapter 3 focuses on the characterization of the Corn Fibre
and CDS biomass by a variety of methods, as well as the solid and liquid products of
several hydrothermal carbonization experiments. Chapter 4 focuses on the addition of
FeCl3 catalyst in various concentrations to the hydrothermal process on Corn Fibre as
well as the procedures and discussion of activated carbon produced by Corn Fibre and
Corn Fibre derived hydrochars. Finally, Chapter 5 provides an overview of the results of
the studies and recommendations for future research.

3

Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Biomass and Waste Valorization Overview
Biomass offers a low carbon-emission (or even carbon-negative) alternative to
traditional fossil fuels. Of particular interest is the valorization of waste biomass streams
which have low or negative value. Biomass by itself often has a few issues which prevent
it from effectively being used as an energy source or for other applications.
Some of the factors which negatively impact biomass’ ability to be used as a solid
fuel include it relatively high moisture content, high ash content, low energy density,
tendency to agglomerate and difficulty grinding, and hydrophilic nature. Moisture content
results in a high energy demand to dry the sample before combustion, and if not dried at
the point of production, it also increases the weight for transportation. A high ash content
results in a slightly reduced combustion efficiency (see Equation 2-1 below) and can
cause slagging issues during combustion, which is the accumulation of non-combustible
materials such as silicon or alkaline matter [1]. Biomass typically has a relatively low
energy density (typically 10-20 MJ/Kg for lignocellulosic biomass materials [2, 3]), as a
result of a carbon content which is lower than that of coal. The approximate equation
developed by Channiwala and Parikh (2002) for HHV of a material from its elemental
composition is shown in Equation 2-1, which shows that the carbon and hydrogen content
are important in creating a high HHV [4]. The method often used to determine solid fuel
quality is the H/C and O/C atomic ratios, graphed as a Van Krevelen Diagram with O/C
on the x-axis and H/C on the y-axis. Generally, a higher H/C ratio and lower O/C ratio
indicates a higher HHV, which is apparent from Equation 2-1 as H has the largest
coefficient, followed by C, with O having a negative coefficient. It is worth noting that while
4

sulfur, nitrogen, and ash have an effect, they are typically a small percentage of the
biomass weight and also have lower coefficients, and as such the H/C and O/C ratios are
the main factors considered for fuel energy content. It should also be noted that HHV is
the energy gained from combustion when allowing all water to condense to collect
additional heat, whereas the LHV assumes vapour water and as such is lower than HHV.
Finally, the hydrophilic nature of biomass results in difficulty with storage and preservation
for longer periods of time, whereas a dry hydrophobic fuel will not degrade as quickly [5].
HHV (KJ/Kg) = 349.1C + 1178.3H + 100.5S – 103.4O – 15.1N –

Equation 2-1

21.1ASH
In addition to fuel applications, the other major application which will be discussed
in more detail in the following dections is advanced material applications, specifically for
supercapacitor applications. When considering biomass as a precursor for advanced
carbon materials, such as carbon black, activated carbon, or graphene-like materials, a
very high carbon content (often above 70%) is an important factor. Porosity, as well as
nitrogen, sulfur, and oxygen content often play some beneficial role, depending on the
specific material and application [6–8]. Other applications for which biomass-based
materials may be used include soil amendment [9], adsorbent material, gas storage,
carbon sequestration, and more [10].
In order to meet the demands of solid fuel and material applications, or in order to
meet demands of other types of materials such as gas fuels, liquid fuels, and biochemicals, biomass must first be converted or modified into a more useable form. This is
typically accomplished by one of a number of biochemical or thermochemical conversion
mechanisms. Biochemical conversion includes such things as anaerobic digestion,
5

esterification, fermentation, and hydrolysis reactions, and is not a focus here.
Thermochemical conversion uses heat to promote the transformation of biomass through
physical and chemical modifications and will be the focus of this work.

2.2 Thermochemical Conversion of Biomass
The thermochemical conversion of biomass involves the use of heat to promote
changes in the chemical and physical structure of the biomass. Combustion is a
thermochemical process; however, the focus here will be on those that enhance or
transform biomass. There are many processes which are used; however, the most
common processes are torrefaction, hydrothermal treatment, pyrolysis, and gasification.
Torrefaction is the low temperature (200⁰C – 300⁰C) treatment of biomass in an
inert environment, generally used to increase energy density, hydrophobicity, grindability,
and to dry the biomass [11]. This results in a slight decrease in the total energy content
of the fuel, but the increase in energy density and usability of the fuel is substantial and
can be done pre or post pelletizing for fuels. This technology is used primarily as a
preprocessing step for combustion.
Hydrothermal treatment is generally divided into hydrothermal carbonization (HTC,
sometimes referred to as wet torrefaction), hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL), and
hydrothermal gasification (HTG), depending on the desired products. HTC takes place at
relatively low temperatures (180⁰C – 300⁰C) in a water medium under autogenous
pressures and will be discussed further in the following sections. Hydrothermal
liquefaction and gasification are similar processes, but generally operate at temperatures
above 300⁰C, and may use catalysts to increase liquid or gaseous yields. Due to the high
6

pressures of these reactions (up to and above 2000psi), they may have additional
technical complications compared to other thermochemical conversion techniques. Due
to the water medium used, drying before processing is not required, however the added
energy requirement of heating the water medium may outweigh the benefit of not having
to dry the biomass if moisture content is low [12]. Ionothermal Carbonization (ITC) is a
similar process to HTC; however, the reaction occurs in an ionic liquid instead of a water
medium. This results in a lower operating pressure (around ambient pressures), however
the high cost of ionic liquids is a major barrier to their application [13].
Pyrolysis is the thermal treatment of biomass in an inert atmosphere such as
nitrogen, at temperatures typically ranging from 300-800⁰C. This results in a reduction in
the volatile matter content of the biomass, increasing carbon content and creating biochar
[14]. The rate of heating and final temperature are important factors in pyrolysis, as well
as residence time. Traditional or slow pyrolysis aims to maximized char production,
utilizing a slow heating rate (less than 100⁰C/min) and longer residence time, typically
with a low final temperature. Fast pyrolysis focuses on gas production, with high heating
rates, and very short residence time. Flash pyrolysis, which can produce high liquid yields,
has a heating rate of above 1000⁰C/s, with high final temperatures and a residence time
of a fraction of a second [15].
Gasification utilizes limited oxygen availability to maximize production of gaseous
fuels from biomass, instead of complete combustion. The main compounds produced are
carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrogen gas (H2), which combined is referred to as syngas.
Additionally, methane and carbon dioxide may be produced as well. Syngas is considered
a platform technology, as syngas gas can be used to synthesize hydrogen gas through
7

the water-gas shift reaction of CO as seen by Equation 2-2 [16], or liquid biofuels such as
biodiesel or bioethanol from Fisher-Tropsch synthesis [17].
CO + H2O → CO2 + H2

Equation 2-2

2.3 Hydrothermal Carbonization
HTC is the carbonization of a volatile material in a water-based medium under
autogenous (self-generated) pressures. The material is completely submerged in water
(and thus does not typically need to be dried first), sealed in a reactor with inert gas and
is then heated. As the temperature in the reactor rises, the pressure rises as well. The
temperature in HTC is lower than that of typical carbonization reactions, working at
temperatures around 180-250⁰C and pressures as high as 1000psi. While HTC is typically
done within this range, higher temperature HTC is possible (295⁰C and above), and
results in substantially higher pressures and an increased level of carbonization [18]. An
example setup for a batch reactor for hydrothermal carbonization is shown in Figure 2-1.

8

Figure 2-1: Example of hydrothermal carbonization batch reactor setup.

There are a number of factors which may affect the products of hydrothermal
carbonization, aside from the biomass source, including temperature, residence time,
reaction pressure, ratio of water to biomass used in the reaction, and use of catalysts and
process water recycling. A higher temperature during hydrothermal carbonization results
in a more carbonized product with higher carbon content, while also reducing the solid
yield of the reaction [3]. Increased residence time may also result in increased
carbonization, although the effect of temperature is generally greater. Additionally,
9

secondary reactions may be able to increase the yields despite increased reaction
severity, such as in the presence of high sugar content [19]. Reaction pressure is
generally determined by the temperature of the reaction, although pressure may be raised
before the reaction through a pressurized inert gas source (such as a pressurized
nitrogen cylinder) or modified during the reaction by pressure-modifying catalysts such as
LiCl [20]. Pressure may affect the products created during the reaction slightly, as a higher
pressure at the same temperature increases system energy and can allow additional
reactions to occur. In particular, the hydrochar properties, including HHV and ash content,
can be negatively altered if steam formation occurs [21]. It is therefore generally desirable
to keep pressure just above the minimum to prevent steam formation, as lower pressures
reduce safety concerns. Biomass to water ratio is the weight ratio of dry biomass to water.
Having more biomass per unit water in the reaction decreases the energy required to heat
it, as less energy is spent heating up excess water, increasing process efficiency. Higher
water content has also been shown to reduce solid yields, however this may come with
positive effects such as increased carbonization level through more severe hydrolysis
reactions [22]. Finally, the addition of catalysts can substantially alter several factors, such
as which reactions occur and their severity, and will be discussed further in Section 2.4.
The chemical steps in HTC are widely considered to be: hydrolysis, dehydration,
decarboxylation, polymerization, and aromatization [23], but the exact mechanisms and
intermediate materials may differ depending on the precursor material. Further research
into the mechanisms of HTC are required to further increase understanding and
optimization of the procedure. Hydrolysis involves the splitting of a molecule by a water
molecule, typically at ester or ether bonds, and has the lowest activation energy of any of
10

the main reactions that occur in HTC, meaning that it may be the governing reaction [24].
This reaction is catalyzed by acids, and as such when CO 2 is produced during HTC and
dissolves into the water to form carbonic acid or when acids are otherwise produced
during HTC, the process self catalyzes [25]. Dehydration reactions are defined as
reactions which have water as a product, effectively “dehydrating” the sample, and are
considered to be the main reaction by which the sample is carbonized to lower the H/C
and O/C ratios. An example of the dehydration of glucose can be seen in Equation 2-3
[26]. Decarboxylation reactions involve the removal of carboxyl and carbonyl groups from
the biomass, forming CO2 from carboxyl groups and CO from carbonyl groups [27].
Polymerization reactions are the combining of molecules or monomers into larger chains,
also releasing a small molecule such as water or CO2. During HTC, these reactant
molecules are generally thought to be the reactive products produced from other
reactions. This reaction is sometimes considered undesirable, however it is thought to
result in increased yields at higher residence times as insoluble polymerized products
form [23]. For example, Kang et al. (2012) showed increases in yields when HTC was
performed on Black Liquor in the presence of formaldehyde as a polymerization agent
[28]. Aromatization is the process of forming aromatic compounds from non-aromatic
structures, and due to the stability of the aromatic structure it creates the framework of
the hydrochar [23]. Titirici and Antonietti summarized the main reactions during HTC of a
variety of carbohydrates as dehydration of the carbohydrates into hydroxymethylfurfural
(HMF), polymerization towards polyfurans, and carbonization through further dehydration
reactions [29]. Several other studies have investigated the reaction mechanisms of HTC
[23], although the consensus is that more work is needed.
11

C6H12O6 → C6H4O2 + 4H2O

Equation 2-3

For time and cost savings, the heating for HTC can be done using microwave
radiation taking as low as 15 minutes rather than the typical 1-24 hour processing time,
although this method is still less common [30]. Recycling of the process water during HTC
has been investigated, and found to reduce the amount of wastewater produced while
having beneficial effects such as increasing solid yields [31–34]. This water recycling
could also result in lower energy requirements for HTC in a continuous reactor, where
heated water is reused instead of cooling to ambient temperatures. However, most
studies in the literature test on small scale batch reactors for HTC, and only a few attempts
at development of continuous reactors have taken place, generally with a number of
limiting issues [35–38]. HTC maintains surface chemical functionality in the hydrochar,
maintaining higher amounts of oxygen and nitrogen due to the lower operating
temperature when compared with traditional carbonization [39].

2.4 Catalyzed Hydrothermal Carbonization
Hydrothermal carbonization has a focus on solid products, whereas hydrothermal
liquefaction (HTL) and hydrothermal gasification (HTG) have a focus on the liquid and
gaseous products respectively. As such, different catalysts are used depending on the
desired products from the reaction. For example, Wang et al. (2018) studied the effects
of a variety of catalysts and found that basic catalysts accelerate 5-hydroxymethylfurfural
(HMF) decomposition [40], however basic conditions also increase concentration of
sugars, formic acid, and lactic acid in the process water [41]. Alternatively, Maleic acid
catalyzed HTC at temperatures around 150⁰C can increase xylose yields from hemi12

cellulose hydrolysis [42]. Recently, many studies have increased H2 production from
catalytic HTG of biomass sources such as glucose [43], microalgae [44], olive pomace
[45], human feces [46], and others. Chen et al. (2018) studied the use of various catalysts
for HTL of dairy manure to enhance chemical formation and decrease energy
requirements [47]. Catalyzation of hydrothermal carbonization focuses on improving char
quality and thus may involve increasing level of carbonization for a set reaction
temperature, modifying the physical char structure, reducing ash content of the char, or
introducing specific chemical properties. Dapsens et al. (2012) provides an in depth look
at catalyst use in the general conversion of biomass into chemicals [48], and reviews on
hydrothermal carbonization of biomass, such as the recent review by Krylova et al. (2018)
[49], typically include a small section on catalyst usage. In addition, Kumar et al. (2018)
provide a detailed review including catalyst usage during HTC, HTL, and HTG [50].

2.4.1 Catalysts for increased Carbonization and Porosity
One of the most common catalyst types used in HTC is acidic catalysts, as it
increases the rate of hydrolysis. Intermediates made during HTC include a number of
acids, such as acetic acid and formic acid, as well as carbonic acid from CO2 produced
dissolving in the water, making hydrothermal carbonization often self-catalyzing [51].
Further effects can be introduced by adding additional acids to the reaction. Lu et al.
(2014) found that acidic catalysts (HCl and H2SO4) at concentrations as low as 0.0001 N
increased hydrolysis and dehydration reactions, increasing carbonization level at certain
residence times and reducing oxygen content of the biomass [52]. This enhanced
hydrochar may also lead to increased activated carbon quality after subsequent
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activation. Recently, Susanti et al. (2019) used citric acid catalyzed HTC hydrochar to
produce activated carbon by KOH activation for use in a lithium-ion capacitor. They found
that the citric acid catalyzed reaction increased the surface area of the hydrochar, as well
as the activated carbon and thus increased the performance of the resulting
supercapacitor [53]. Other acid catalysts which have been used include acetic acid [41],
acrylic acid [54], phosphoric acid [55], HCl [56], and solid acid catalysts [54]. Solid acid
catalysts in particular have the added benefit of ease of recoverability, increasing
feasibility for industrial application. In addition to traditional acid catalysts, other acid-type
catalysts such as lewis acids are often used, including metal-salts such as ZnCl2 [57],
LiCl [20], and FeCl3 [58]. In a study on FeCl3 by Abd Hamid et al. (2015), they found that
the catalyst increased level of carbonization, average pore diameter, and surface area
when compared to non-catalyzed HTC of cellulose around 200⁰C [58]. In addition, a study
by Fechler et al. (2013) on the addition of various eutectic salts to HTC of glucose at
180⁰C showed that hygroscopic additives such as ZnCl 2 in high concentrations could
produce moderate surface areas directly from HTC. They explain this phenomenon as a
result of the hypersaline environment stabilizing the material and reducing Oswald
ripening [57]. Molten salt carbonization of biomass also can directly result in high surface
area porous carbons [59]. The results of these studies indicate the high potential for
various metallic salts when used in high concentration during thermal treatment. In
addition to carbonization and porosity modifications, studies on metallic compounds have
shown they may increase graphitization at higher temperatures for increased conductivity
[60–62]. Table 2-1 provides a number of example studies which have tested various
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catalysts during HTC. It can be seen that the use of catalysts increased the carbonization
level (as seen by the carbon content) relative to the uncatalyzed hydrochar.
Table 2-1: Summary of acid catalyzed HTC relative to uncatalyzed results.
Biomass

Time (h)

Catalyst

Loading

6
6
40

Acetic Acid
Acetic Acid
HCl

215

40

200
200
230
200
200

48
48
2
4
4

Cellulose
Cellulose
D-(+)-Glucose

220
220
180

24
24
Overnight

D-(+)-Glucose

180

Overnight

Masson Pine
Akali Lignin
Hornwort
Hornwort
Hornwort

240

10

LiCl/ZnCl2
(23mol%
LiCl)
Acrylic Acid

300
300
300

0.5
0.5
0.5

Acetic Acid
KOH
Na2CO3

Glucose

160

3

Metasequoia
Leaves

210

3

Metal Oxides
(Fe3O4,
Ni2O3, TiO2)
Iron Sludge

Wheat Straw
Wheat Straw
Microcrystalline
Cellulose
Microcrystalline
Cellulose
Glucose
Cellulose
Banana Peel
Maltose
Maltose

Temp
(⁰C)
200
260
215

pH 2
pH 2
2M solution

Catalyzed
C%
53.5
66
77.2

Uncatalyzed
C%
51.2
64.2
67.8

Ref
[41]
[41]
[63]

HCl

5M solution

81.1

69.7

[63]

Al(OTf)3
Al(OTf)3
H3PO4
HCl
Polyacrylic
acid
FeCl2
FeCl3
ZnCl2

4 mmol
4 mmol
50 wt%
8 mmol
14g:24mg

68.85
67.61
69.13
63.5
62.62

68.47
67.02
63.02
62.73
62.73

[64]
[64]
[55]
[56]
[56]

33wt%
33wt%
9g to 6g
glucose
15g to 6g
glucose

73.66
73.90
70.0

70.70
70.70
Not Reported

[58]
[58]
[57]

68.2

Not Reported

[57]

10-50wt%

Not reported

Not Reported

[54]

1ml of 1M
3 wt% of feed
0.5wt% of
feed
0.016g in
25ml of 1.5M
glucose
1g for 5g
biomass

64.2
71.1
68

60
60
60

[65]
[65]
[65]

Not Reported

Not Reported

[66]

70.74

54.76

[67]

Other additives to HTC have been investigated for influencing the structure of the
hydrochar. Templating is a common method for introducing porosity, although templating
materials may have additional effects as well. Templating is divided into two groups, soft
templating and hard templating. Hard templating involves the introduction of a porous
frame material (such as silica spheres [68]), and produces a porous material after
carbonization and removal of the template material reverse replica. Soft templating works
similarly, but uses the self-assembly of an agent to simplify the process [69]. Kubo et al.
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(2010) provide a review of hard templating in HTC [70]. Templating methods have
recently been used to introduce specific morphologies into the hydrochar, as can be seen
in studies presented in Table 2-2, although removal of templating agents often requires
an additional treatment step. An interesting example of a soft templating method in HTC
for structural modification is seen in the study by Krishnan et al. (2014) which investigated
the effects of graphene-oxide on HTC. They found that even small amounts of grapheneoxide resulted in the formation of carbon monoliths, with mass ratios as low as 1:800
having substantial effects on the carbon structure while simultaneously increasing level
of carbonization [71].
Table 2-2: Studies on the hydrothermal templating of biomass for porous hydrochar.
Biomass

Templating Agent

HTC conditions

Post-Treatment

D-Fructose and
dicyandiamide
Glucose

Pluronic® F127

130⁰C for 3 days

P-123

HTC 180⁰C for 1 day

D-(+)-glucosamine
hydrochloride
D-(+)-glucosamine
hydrochloride

P-123

HTC 180⁰C for 20h

550⁰C for 2h in
Ar
4 wt% HF
treatment
600⁰C in N2

Ultra thin tellurium
nanowires

HTC 180⁰C for 18h

Chitosan

F127

HTC 220⁰C for 5h

Chitosan

1-butyl-3methylimidazolium
chloride

HTC 220⁰C for 5h

Distilled water
and ethanol
wash
800⁰C for 2h in
N2
800⁰C for 2h in
N2

SSA
(m2/g)
730

Ref
[72]

520

[73]

980

[74]

N.R.

[75]

326

[76]

363

[76]

2.4.2 Catalysts for Chemical Modification
In addition to catalysts used with the goal of increasing level of carbonization or
surface area, catalysts may be added for the purpose of introducing a specific chemical
functionality into the hydrochar. Heteroatom doping is the introduction of certain
atoms/functional groups into the carbon matrix, which can affect the physical and
chemical properties of the carbon. Heteroatom doping prior to activation can typically be
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accomplished by either using a biomass high in the desired chemical (such as nitrogen
rich biomass), or by adding a chemical source to the reaction. As an example, Liu et al.
(2017) used Junjun grass during hydrothermal and ionothermal carbonization to produce
a hydrochar rich in nitrogen, which produced an activated carbon showing the presence
of nitrogen and oxygenated functional groups and exhibiting impressive performance as
a supercapacitor [77]. Kruse et al. (2016) provides an analysis of what happens to the
nitrogen content during HTC, indicating that the nitrogen content in the hydrochar
decreases slightly with increased reaction time, and decreases more substantially with
increased temperature [78]. Wang et al. (2019) studied a variety of nitrogen sources
during HTC, finding that both natural nitrogen sources (protein) and chemical additives
(such as NH4Cl) resulted in high nitrogen content, up to 9.2% from less than 1% in
hydrochar without a doping source [79].
Innate doping using nitrogen-rich biomass sources has been investigated by many
studies in the literature. Alternatively, the use of co-hydrothermal carbonization of a
nitrogen-rich source with another biomass with other desirable properties (such as better
microstructure or yield) is a promising method which has been investigated. As an
example, Sevilla et al. (2014) performed co-hydrothermal carbonization on cellulose and
nitrogen rich spirulina micro-algae for a high nitrogen content in the resulting hydrochar
[80]. More examples of innate doping sources and co-hydrothermal studies can be seen
summarized in Table 2-3. It can be seen that these methods can introduce nitrogen
content into the hydrochar in the range of 3-7%.
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Table 2-3: Innate doping and co-hydrothermal for heteroatom doping.
Biomass
Rice Husk and Chlorella pyrenoidosa MicroAlgae (40wt%)
Black locust seed dregs
Silkworm Excrement
Chlorococcum sp. microalgae
Glucose and isolated soy protein (1:1)
Scenedesmus Microalgae
D (+) - glucosamine hydrochloride

Temp (⁰C)
200

Time (h)
1

180
180
200
180
260
180

2
12
3
2
4
Overnight

Product composition
7.38% N up from 1.28%
without
N.R.
N.R.
2.94 N%
6.41 N%
2.57 N%
6.7 N%

One of the more common catalysts used for HTC is H2O2, which can be added to
introduce increased oxygen functional groups. Jain et al. (2015) tested H 2O2 enhanced
HTC as a pretreatment for activation, and found that hydrochar from H 2O2 catalyzed HTC
had increased oxygenated functional groups, which was found to be strongly related to
the mesopore volume of the resulting activated carbon [6]. For nitrogen doping, chemical
additives include urea [30] and ammonia [86]. Sulfur doping, while less studied than
nitrogen and oxygen doping, has shown some promise. Sulfur doping through HTC may
be done using additives such as sulfuric acid [87] or sublimed sulfur [88]. Kiciński et al.
(2014) provide a review of sulfur doping methods and effects [89]. Other modifications
include phosphorus doping [90] and combination doping, such as N and S co-doping [91].
Examples of studies on doping additives are summarized in Table 2-4, indicating that a
higher proportion of the desired atom can be introduced relative to the main precursor.
Table 2-4: Introduction of heteroatom content by chemical additives.
Biomass

Temp (⁰C)

Coconut Shell

200

Time
(h)
1/3

Glucose

260

2

Glucose

550

3

D-(+)-glucose

200

24

carboxymethylcellulose

220

14

Doping Source

Product composition

Ref

H2O2 solution (10% by
weight)
(NH4)2SO4, (5g to 10g of
biomass)
Sublimed Sulfur (6g to
20g glucose)
Borax and Ammonia
solution
Urea (1 wt%)

1.58 meq/g Oxygen FG

[6]

8.15% N from < 1%
without
0.7% S from 0%

[79]

9.00% N

[86]

5.4% N

[92]

18

[88]

Ref
[81]
[82]
[83]
[84]
[79]
[85]
[39]

2.5

Characterization Techniques
Biomass and the products of thermochemical conversion may have their

characteristics defined by a number of different methods. These methods include, but are
not limited to, Ultimate Analysis, Proximate analysis, thermogravimetric analysis and
derivative analysis (TGA and DTG), Fourier Transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR),
Raman Spectrometry, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR), Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM), X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), Transmission
Electron Microscopy (TEM), Pyrolysis-Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS
and Py-GC-MS), Bomb Calorimeter analysis for HHV, Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) or
Density functional theorem (DFT) surface area and pore volumes through nitrogen or CO2
adsorption isotherms, and X-ray diffraction (XRD) for crystallinity.
Proximate analysis defines the biomass by moisture, volatile matter, fixed carbon,
and ash content. Volatile matter content is the portion of the biomass that is easily
thermally removed, and can be determined by measuring the weight loss of the sample
after being inserted in an oven at 950⁰C for 7 Minutes, as per ASTM standard E872-82
and Equation 2-4. Ash content is the portion of the sample made of non-combustible
components such as silicon and salts. Ash can be determined by measuring the weight
loss of the dry sample after prolonged heat treatment at moderate temperature,
specifically by heating the dry sample at 10⁰C/min to 250⁰C, holding for 30 minutes,
heating to 575⁰C and holding for 3-24 hours before cooling, as per ASTM standard E175501 and Equation 2-5. Moisture content can be determined by drying at 103⁰C for 16 hours,
or until weight change in 1 hour intervals is less than 0.2%, as per ASTM standard E871-
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82 and Equation 2-6. Fixed carbon content is taken as the remaining mass of the sample,
as per Equation 2-7.
VM% = [(Winitial -Wfinal) / (Winitial -Wcrucible)]*100% - Moisture%

Equation 2-4

Ash% = [(Wash – Wcontainer) / (Winitial - Wcontainer)]*100%

Equation 2-5

Moisture% = [(Winitial -Wfinal) / (Winitial -Wcrucible)]*100%

Equation 2-6

FC% = 100% - Moisture% - VM% - Ash%

Equation 2-7

Ultimate analysis is the determination of the chemical weight percentage
composition of the biomass of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur, and oxygen content.
Whereas C, H, N, S, and Ash content can be measured directly, oxygen content is
typically assumed to be the remaining mass after all other content has been accounted
for, as per

Equation 2-8. Chemical composition of the surface of the material may also

be found using XPS technology.
O% = 100% - C% - H% - N% - S% - Ash%

Equation 2-8

Thermogravimetric analysis measures the precise weight change of a sample as
the temperature rises under a specific atmosphere, either inert (such as nitrogen) or not
(air or oxygen). An analysis under inert atmosphere shows the thermal stability of the
materials, whereas as oxygen available environment shows

the combustion

characteristics. The derivative of the weight loss (DTG) provides an indication of what
temperatures have a rapid weight change, which may provide insight into the biomass
properties or composition.
Surface functional groups, such as carboxylic acid, hydroxy groups, ethers, or
alkanes, may be determined by FTIR [13, 93–95]. XRD may be used for surface
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characterization, including morphology (such as crystallinity for degree of carbonization)
and chemical functionalization [77, 93, 94]. NMR can be used to identify chemical
structures of various compounds, such as C-NRM or proton-NMR, and as such is
commonly used in identifying carbon materials [63, 96].
SEM and TEM provide detailed magnified images of the material surface, which
can give an indication to the morphological structure of the material, such as whether it
contains pores or carbon nano-spheres [56].
GC-MS and Py-GC-MS can be used to analyze the composition of a material, by
matching the mass-charge distribution with that available in existing databases. Py-GCMS pyrolyzes the sample, cleaving off smaller chucks of the compound and then sending
them to the GC-MS, allowing it to test a wide variety of samples and create a fingerprint
to determine both identities and properties of the sample.
BET and DFT method can be used to determine specific surface area (SSA) as
well as the pore size distribution, including volume of micropores (<2nm), mesopores (250nm), and macropores (>50nm). BET and DFT surface area, pore size, and pore
volumes are typically derived from nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms at 77 Kelvin
[97–100], although others gases may be used, including CO2 to determine narrow microporosity [101]. Several studies have suggested that the BET method may not accurately
represent SSA for highly porous materials, depending on the structure of the solid
micropore [99, 100], however BET SSA is still very useful as a comparative tool, and
remains the most common method for calculating SSA for porous carbon materials.
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2.6 Activated Carbon
Activated carbons are carbonaceous materials which have extremely high specific
surface area (SSA), often in the range of 500m2/g - 3000m2/g [93, 102], with some ratio
of micropores, mesopores, and macropores. Activated carbon have been used in a wide
variety of applications, such as adsorbent materials, gas storage, and electro-chemical
anode materials.

2.6.1 Activated Carbon Production Methods
The creation of activated carbons is largely done in one of two ways, physical or
chemical activation, and the conditions upon which these procedures and the
preprocessing treatments (pyrolysis/carbonization, HTC, or no pretreatment) are
conducted can be altered to tune the properties and porosity profile.
Chemical activation of a biomass or char material is an extremely complex (and
poorly understood) set of reactions, where a chemical activator is added to the material,
and it is then carbonized at temperatures up to 1000⁰C (but generally between 500800⁰C) for times typically between 1-24 hours under inert gas flow. The chemical
activator is then removed from the product through washing, usually with deionized
water or HCl until a neutral pH is obtained, leaving a highly porous activated carbon
material. Chemical activation can occur using raw biomass or a char, however activated
carbons produced from char materials typically have a more defined porosity and larger
specific surface area (SSA) [102]. A large number of chemical activators have been
tested in the literature, including KOH [77, 103–108], ZnCl2 [93, 109–112], H3PO4 [113–
116], K2CO3 [117, 118], NaOH [94, 119], FeCl3 [95, 120–124], Na2CO3 [125], and
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H2SO4 [126]. Each chemical activator has advantages over some others, in aspects
such as required activation temperature, resulting porosity, SSA, cost, and
environmental impact. For example, Oliveira et al. (2009) showed FeCl3 could be used
to produce activated carbon from coffee husks with a SSA as high as 900 m2/g, at
temperatures as low as 280⁰C [95], although other studies have found little pore
development at low temperatures with other precursors, finding temperatures around
800⁰C more suitable [127]. Girgis et al. (2002) found that KOH produced a more
mesoporous pore structure with lower SSA when compared to ZnCl 2, which produced a
more microporous structure [128]. Some of these trends may be seen by comparing
data shown in Table 2-5 through

Table 2-10, such as how H3PO4 and ZnCl2 have an optimal activation temperature in

the range of 500-600⁰C, whereas steam, CO2, and KOH are activated at temperatures
around 800⁰C. KOH seems to produce the highest SSA on average based on the data
shown, with ZnCl2 and CO2 following, however this may be influenced by what
precursors and pretreatment methods were used with each method. Chemical
activators have been shown to have some success with recycling, which could reduce
costs and the environmental impact of chemical activation, however Guo et al. (2003)
found that phosphoric acid activator recycling resulted in a large quality loss after the
third recycle, indicating limited reuse potential [129].
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Microwave activation can be used to facilitate more efficient chemical activation,
reducing the required time and energy. Abioye and Ani (2015) provide a review of the
physical and chemical effects of microwave assisted activation, as well as a summary of
the physical properties of activated carbon produced by many different chemical
activators with and without microwave assistance [130]. Additionally, Ao et al. (2018)
provide an in-depth review on activated carbon production using microwave treatments,
including restrictions of the technology such as scalability, temperature measurement,
and thermal runaway [131].
While the mechanism in which the chemical activation process happens is poorly
understood and complex, there have been several theories presented in the literature. ElHendawy (2008) describes several steps outlining a potential reaction mechanism for the
activation of lignocellulosic biomass material with KOH through analysis during an
experiment. Some of the main reactions which take place are dehydration, aromatization,
and intercalation of ions into the carbon matrix [132]. Similar reactions were found by
another study by Otowa et al. (1993) on KOH activation, which proposed the reaction
steps of dehydration, water-gas reaction, water-gas shift, carbonate formation, reduction
by hydrogen, and reduction by carbon, as well as concluding that intercalation had
occurred [133]. Rodenas et al. (2003) studied the mechanisms of KOH and NaOH
activation, and found evidence to support the activation reaction between NaOH/KOH
with C at 570⁰C and 400⁰C respectively to produce a carbonate material [127]. Guo and
Lua (2003) studied phosphoric acid activation of palm shell, and concluded that
dehydration and elimination reactions removed volatiles, and aromaticity and re-
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combination strengthened the solid. In addition, phosphoric acid inhibited the formation
of tar, acidic acid, and methanol [129].
The physical properties of KOH, ZnCl2, H3PO4, and FeCl3 activated biomass under
conditions producing the maximum SSA reported in their respective study in the literature
are summarized in Table 2-5, Table 2-6, Table 2-7, and Table 2-8 respectively. Where
two temperatures and times are reported, it indicates that multiple heat treatments were
done.
Table 2-5: Process conditions and physical properties of KOH activated biomass.
Biomass
Coconut
Shell
Dead
Mango
Leaves
Cassava
Peel
Olive-Seed
Waste
Macadamia
nutshell
Cellulose
Starch
Eucalyptus
wood
sawdust

Fir Wood
Rye Straw
Rice husk
with NaOH
Sugar
carbon
Jujun
Grass
Jujun
Grass
Enteromorp
ha Algae
S. Platensis
microalgae

Pretreat
Carbonized
(350⁰C, 2h)

Temp
(⁰C)
300
750

Time
(min)
30
60

-

900

Pyrolysis
(800⁰C, 1h)
HTC (250⁰C,
2h)
HTC (230⁰C,
2h)
HTC (250⁰C,
2h)
ThermoCompressed
+
Carbonized
(300⁰C, 1h)

Ratio

SBET
(m2/g)

VTotal
(cm3 /g)

2259

DAvg
(nm)
2.24
6

1:4

1.23

120

10:1

1555

-

750

60

5:2

1605

900

240

4:1

800

60

700

Vmicro
(cm3/g)

Vmeso
(cm3/g)

Ref

-

-

[104]

1.08

-

-

[105]

-

0.691

0.513

-

[134]

3049

-

1.52

1.3

0.22

[106]

1:1

1169

-

-

0.529

-

[135]

60

4:1

2457

-

1.08

0.94

-

[108]

700

60

4:1

2273

-

1.01

0.88

-

[108]

800

60

4:1

2967

-

1.35

1.2

-

[108]

800

120

1:1

1792

2.04

-

0.51

-

[136]

HTC (240⁰C)
Carbonizatio
n (800⁰C,
1h)

750

120

3:1

2250

-

1.21

0.9

-

[137]

800

60

4:1

1917

1.03

0.94

0.73

0.21

[138]

ITC (180⁰C,
10h)
HTC (180⁰C,
10h)

815

120

43:10

2520

-

-

0.753

-

[139]

800

120

3:1

2710

-

1.226

-

0.499

[77]

900

120

3:1

2838

-

1.231

-

0.56

[77]

HTC (180⁰C,
24h)

800

60

3:1

2073

-

0.97

0.717

0.283

[140]

750

NA

2:1

2171

1.3

0.94

0.89

-

[80]

25

/ Glucose
mix
Maize
Stalks
Argan Seed
Shell

-

700
300
800

-

60
120
180

2:1

1523

0.99

0.756

0.624

0.132

[132]

4:1

2132

1.4

2.18

0.96

1.22

[141]

Table 2-6: Process conditions and physical properties of ZnCl2 activated biomass.
Biomass

Pretre
at

Temp
(⁰C)

Time
(min)

Ratio

SBET
(m2/g)

DAvg
(nm)

VTotal
(cm3 /g)

Vmicro
(cm3/g)

Vmeso
(cm3/g)

Ref

Arundo donax

-

500

NA

3:1

3298

-

1.9

0

100

[93]

Flax fibre

HTC
(180⁰C
, 24h)

450

NA

2:1

2400

-

-

-

-

[109]

700

120

3:1

2377

-

1.271

-

-

[110]

-

500

60

1:1

1718

-

-

0.723

-

[135]

-

600

60

2:1

1492

3

1.1

0.1

-

[142]

Coffee Husk

-

500

180

1:1

1522

0.9

0.75

0.6

-

[95]

Rice Husk

-

700

30

1:1

750

2.04

0.38

0.39

-

[143]

Bamboo
Fungus
Macadamia
nutshell
30/70 Licorice
residue/Pistachi
o nut shell

Chitosan

-

700

120

10:1

1551

-

0.97

-

0.65

[144]

Date Stones

-

718

30

1:2

1046

-

-

-

-

[123]

Coffee Grounds

-

900

60

1:1

1019

-

0.48

0.21

-

[145]

Table 2-7: Process conditions and physical properties of H3PO4 activated biomass.
Temp
(⁰C)

Time
(min)

Ratio

SBET
(m2/g)

DAvg
(nm)

VTotal
(cm3 /g)

Vmicro
(cm3/g)

Vmeso
(cm3/g)

Ref

550

45

4:1

1260

-

0.733

0.471

0.262

[113]

Waste Tea

30s
Microwave

350

60

3:1

1623

-

0.829

0.228

-

[114]

Peanut Hulls

-

500

180

1:1

1177

-

0.597

0.57

0.123

[128]

Hemp Fibres

Carbonize
d (170⁰C,
1h)
Carbonize
d (300⁰C,
0.25h)

550

120

3:1

1355

-

-

0.293

1.253

[115]

425

30

2:1

1109

3.2

0.903

-

-

[116]

500

15

19:25

1522

2.2

0.86

0.688

-

[102]

-

700

120

1:1

1014

2.58

0.6

0.3

-

[142]

Biomass
Jackfruit
peel

Palm shell
GrainSorghum
30:70
Licorice
residue:

Pretreat

26

Pistachio
shell

Table 2-8: Process conditions and physical properties of FeCl3 activated biomass.
Biomass
Coffee
Husk
Arundo
donax

Pretreat

Temp
(⁰C)

Time
(min)

Ratio

SBET
(m2/g)

DAvg
(nm)

VTotal
(cm3 /g)

Vmicro
(cm3/g)

Vmeso
(cm3/g)

Ref

-

280

180

1:1

965

0.51

0.4

-

[95]

-

700

60

1:1

927

0.63
2.11
2

0.509

0.36

-

[120]

Date pits

Light
acid
wash

700

60

3:2

780

-

-

0.468

0.105

[121]

800

240

1:1

818

-

-

0.35

0.02

[122]

-

707

76

3:2

780

-

-

-

-

[123]

Lignin
Date
Stones

Physical activation of biomass typically occurs after the formation of char, however
it can be done in a one step process with raw biomass [146]. The process is similar to
carbonization, in that it is a high temperature treatment under a gas flow for a several
hour period, however the gas flow used provides some oxygen content. Typical physical
activation methods include CO2 [147–150], steam [109, 146, 151–153], and air activated
[139, 154]. In addition, a combination of the gas flow types [151], or a combination with
other gas types such as CO [111] or N2 [155, 156] may be used, and the process may be
assisted by microwave heating [119, 157].
The mechanisms by which physical activation occurs is thought to be a partial
gasification, in which the more reactive precursor portions are removed, creating a
porous structure [156]. Wigmans (1989) proposed a mechanism for physical activation
by partial gasification for CO2 and steam activation [158]. In general, physical activation
requires a higher temperature than chemical activation, and produces lower yields. The
physical properties of CO2 and steam activated biomass under conditions producing the
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maximum SSA reported in their respective study in the literature are summarized in
Table 2-9 and

Table 2-10 respectively.

Several studies have compared physical activation with chemical activation. A
study by Prauchner and Rodríguez-Reinoso (2012) found that while physical activation
allowed for increased pore size control, chemical activation produced a product with
higher mass yields, higher packing density, and higher mechanical strength [147]. Girgis
et al. (2002) found that steam activation produced mesoporous activated carbons with a
SSA comparable to KOH activation but lower than for other chemical activators such as
ZnCl2 [128]. Williams and Reed (2006) compared steam activation with ZnCl 2 activation
of flax fibre, and found that steam activation produced activated carbon with lower SSA,
and a more mesoporous structure at high burn offs compared to the ZnCl2 product [109].
One of the main advantages of physical activation over chemical activation is the reduced
complexity of the process. Physical activation does not require the impregnation by a
chemical activator, nor the severe washing after activation to remove the activator, which
may decrease complexity, costs, and environmental effects.
Table 2-9: Process conditions and physical properties of CO2 activated biomass.
Biomass

Fructose

Pretreat
HTC with small
kayexalate
(160⁰C, 8h)

Temp
(⁰C)

Time
(min)

SBET
(m2/g)

900

40

1306

28

DAvg
(nm)

4.5

VTotal
(cm3 /g)

1.01

Vmicro
(cm3/g)

Vmeso
(cm3/g)

Ref

0.45

0.56

[154]

Coconut
Shell
L. clavatum
spores
Coconut
Shell
Rice bran
Fir Wood
Esparto
Grass
Corn hulls
Sugarcane
Bagasse
Corncob

K3PO4 treatment
Air heated (300⁰C,
6h)
and carbonized
(300⁰C, 2h)
Carbonized
(1000⁰C, 2h)

800

60

1550

-

-

-

-

[159]

900

360

3053

-

1.43

0.83

0.59

[148]

900

210

2288

-

1.299

1.012

0.287

[151]

1:1 H2SO4
Thermo
Compression
Carbonized
(300⁰C, 1h)
Fast Pyrolysis,
Fluidized Bed
Reactor (500⁰C)
Carbonized
(160⁰C, 2h) with
H2SO4
Carbonized (800900⁰C)

850

90

652

-

0.137

0.057

0.075

[160]

850

360

1257

2.48

-

0.39

-

[136]

800

180

1122

0.78

-

0.45

0.14

[149]

800

60

1010

-

0.834

0.4348

-

[150]

900

900

1433

1.16

0.91

-

-

[161]

900

80

1705

1.54

0.884

0.452

0.404

[162]

Table 2-10: Process conditions and physical properties of steam activated biomass.
Biomass
Coconut Shell
Date Stones
Coconut Shell
Apricot
Stones
Molasses
Corncob
Flax fibre*

Temp
(⁰C)

Time
(min)

SBET
(m2/g)

DAvg
(nm)

VTotal
(cm3 /g)

Vmicro
(cm3/g)

Vmeso
(cm3/g)

Ref

900

75

2079

-

1.212

0.9735

0.2385

[151]

700

360

635

-

-

0.716

-

[155]

900

120

1926

2.61

1.26

0.931

-

[153]

-

800

240

1092

-

0.63

0.37

-

[146]

Carbonization
(800-900⁰C)
Pyrolysis (450650⁰C, 2h)

750

60

1214

3.6

1.093

0.547

-

[126]

900

50

1315

1.48

0.657

0.485

0.148

[162]

800

NA

840

-

-

-

-

[109]

Pretreat
Carbonization
(1000⁰C, 2h)
Pyrolysis
(700⁰C, 1h)
Carbonization
(1000⁰C, 2h)

*25% steam, 75% Nitrogen flow
In addition to the typical pretreatment, physical activation, and chemical activation
methods, several different testing conditions have been presented in the literature. These
include procedures such as adding catalyzing agents to the char production or activation
steps or altering the activation process in some way. There are several examples of such
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modifications in the literature. Jung et al. (2013) successfully introduced nitrogen doping
in the production of carbon microspheres using a two-step reaction involving microwave
HTC with a urea additive, followed by a second microwave treatment [30]. Gong et al.
(2014) added kayexalate to the HTC process, creating carbon monoliths before air
activation [154]. Krishnan et al. (2014) found that the addition of small amount of graphitic
oxide into the HTC of glucose causes substantial morphological changes, increasing
desirable properties such as conductivity, physical structure, and degree of carbonization
[71]. Jain et al. (2014) found that introducing ZnCl2 into the precursor before HTC instead
of the hydrochar afterwards increased the volume of mesopores [163]. Treatment of the
biomass precursor with an acid such as H2SO4 prior to activation has shown an increase
in overall activated carbon results [160] and decrease in ash content by a small amount
[135]. Basta et al. (2009) tested the pretreatment of rice straw by mechanical (grinding
and sieving) and NaOH treatment, finding that these pretreatments increased activated
carbon quality and reduced ash content [138]. Khezami et al. (2007) tested the effects of
thermal compression on fir wood prior to activation by chemical or physical means. They
found that thermo compression increased mass yields and micro-porosity of the produced
activated carbon [136].
Many studies have also tested the combination of physical and chemical activation,
typically first impregnating the precursor with a chemical activator, and then switching to
physical activation either after or during the heat treatment [143, 164–166]. In addition,
highly porous carbon materials can be made by other methods, including hard and soft
templating discussed previously, and molten salt carbonization.
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Molten salt carbonization involves the carbonization of a biomass precursor in a
molten salt medium. Deng et al. (2015) tested the molten salt carbonization of chitosan
in 10 times the weight of ZnCl2, at temperatures from 400-700 ⁰C, above the melting
temperature and below the boiling temperature of ZnCl 2. They produced an activated
carbon with high specific surface area and nitrogen content, which then performed well
as an electrode for a supercapacitor [144].
A generalized overview of the main steps commonly taken to produce activated
carbon in the literature is presented in Figure 2-2.

Renewable Bio-waste
Grinding and Drying only

Hydrothermal Carbonization (180-250⁰C)

Carbonization (500-1000⁰C)

Activation Precursor
Chemical Activation (KOH, ZnCl 2, H3PO4, etc)

Physical Activation (Steam, CO2, air)

-Requires HCl or DI water washing to remove agent + drying

Activation Process
Medium to High Temperature in inert gas

High Temperature Treatment in Activating gas flow

- Dehydration, Intercalation, and tar restriction

-Partial Gasification

Activated Carbon
- Specific surface area of 500-3000+ m2/g
- High pore volume, microrous or hierachically porous

Figure 2-2: Overview of procedures for producing Activated Carbon from bio-waste.
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2.6.2 Factors of Importance for Supercapacitor Applications
The performance of activated carbon in applications such as super capacitors or
lithium ion batteries is dependent on certain aspects of the material. Typically, the most
commonly assessed parameters in the literature are specific surface area, total pore
volume, micropore volume, mesopore volume, surface functionalization, and mass yield.
Electrical conductivity is also considered an important feature of activated carbons
intended for use in electrochemical applications. In addition, while capacitance, energy
density, and power density of electrochemical devices are typically presented on a mass
basis, the performance of activated carbon on a volumetric basis may be important for its
viability in real applications, especially in those which are tightly space constrained. Due
to their high porosity, porous carbon materials are often limited by their volumetric
performance. Zhang et al. (2015) conducted a review of the literature with respect to
various carbon materials and their volumetric performance, discussing recent advances
and solutions presented in the literature such as graphene layering [167]. Electric double
layer capacitors (EDLCs), also known as supercapacitors, operate using double layer
capacitance and pseudocapacitance. These devices provide good cycle stability, with
higher energy density than a typical capacitor and higher power density than battery
systems. EDLCs are important components in many modern devices such as electric
vehicles.
A high SSA is beneficial for electrochemical performance by increasing the
available reaction sites. Micropores are the main contributor to the total SSA of the
activated carbon, however mesopores act as fast ion-transportation channels in the
carbon matrix, providing short diffusion pathways [168], encouraging fast mass
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transportation of ions within the electrode. Gryglewicz et al. (2005) studied the effect of
pore size distribution on the performance of double layer capacitors and found that
micropores were the most important pore type in the charging and discharge of the
capacitor, also concluding that mesopores increased the ion mass transportation, thus
increasing capacitance [169]. Thus, a hierarchically porous interconnected structure
(including micro, meso, and macro pores) is typically considered ideal. Liu et al. (2018)
provides a review of recent advances in engineering techniques to optimize pore
distribution, with a focus on maintaining good volumetric performances [170].
While SSA and capacitance are typically directly related, it is possible for a high
surface area activated carbon to have a lower capacitance, as the surface area may not
be available to the electrolyte. Liu et al. (2017) compared activated carbon produced by
KOH activation of HTC and ITC chars, and found that despite the HTC char having a
slightly higher surface area, the ITC char produced a higher capacitance due to its pore
distribution and surface functionalization [77]. The plateau of capacitor performance with
increasing SSA is often associated to the limited ability of the electrolyte to access the
sub-nanometer pores [171–174]. While nitrogen may enter sub-nanometer pores during
nitrogen isotherm testing, electrolyte ions may be larger and thus unable to enter these
pores, rendering the surface area electrochemically inactive. This effect is illustrated in
Figure 2-3. Largeot et al. (2008) found that tailoring the pore size of the electric double
layer capacitor to match the ion size of the ionic liquid electrolyte they used substantially
increased gravimetric capacitance. They attributed this to optimizing space use, efficiently
minimizing unused space [171]. In 2006 Chmiola et al. studied the effects of pore size in
an organic electrolyte (with solvated ions) and also found that, while capacitance
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normalized to SSA typically increased with larger pore sizes, decreasing the average pore
size below the solvated ion size (but above the bare ion size) caused a large increase in
normalized capacitance. This was attributed to the solvated ion distorting as it squeezed
into the pore, decreasing the distance of the ion center to the electrode surface. They
concluded that narrow pores may increase energy density, while larger pores would
increase power density [175]. Zuliani et al. (2015) isolated the effect of pore size
distribution by comparing multiple activated carbon samples of similar SSA and chemical
composition, and found that microporous activated carbons had a higher normalized
capacitance to mesoporous ones; but only above a certain voltage potential. This
indicates that a minimum voltage is required to induce this sub-nanometer ion adsorption
[176]. Many other studies have investigated the effects of nanopores and electrolyte ion
size on capacitance, typically with similar findings [174, 177–179]. A theoretical
relationship between pore size and differential capacitance was found to be an
underdamped oscillatory behavior for ionic liquid electrolytes, and a single peak for
organic electrolytes [180], although the effects may also be less pronounced for wider
poor distributions [181]. However, Barbieri et al. (2005) suggested the limit on increases
to capacitance by SSA are unchangeable, and thus suggested that high SSA carbon
electrodes (above 1200m2/g by DFT) are not worth investment. They suggested that
decreasing the pore wall thickness beyond a limit causes a decrease in charge
accommodation in the pore wall, decreasing SSA normalized capacitance and resulting
in a plateau of performance [100]. Centeno et al. (2011) proposed that the increase in
specific capacitance below 1nm, and decrease from 1-2nm, may be a result of the use of
BET SSA [182]. This indicates that uncertainty still exists in the literature on this issue.
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While pore distribution is important for enabling fast ion transportation, a good
electrical conductivity allows for fast electron transport, increasing power capabilities of
the supercapacitor. While activated carbon may not have extremely high electrical
conductivity, graphitization of porous carbons has been shown to increase electrical
conductivity by as much as two orders of magnitude [183]. Sun et al. (2013) produced
highly conductive and porous graphene-like nanosheets from simultaneous activation
and graphitization with ZnCl3 and FeCl3, which performed well in supercapacitors, and
concluded that the combined effect of fast ion and electron transport capabilities resulted
in an increase in capacitor performance [184].
Surface functionalization is another way of altering electrochemical performance.
Oxygen or nitrogen functional groups are most commonly shown to be beneficial for
super-capacitors [185, 186], however sulfur doped carbons may be as well [89]. Qu
(2002) studied activated carbons for double layer capacitors, taking a detailed look at the
workings and effects of surface functionalization on the capacitance. One of the study
conclusions was that surface functionalization affects capacitance in two ways, namely
the increase in wettability of the electrode by use of hydrophilic functional groups, and
through pseudo-capacitance adding to the apparent capacitance [187]. Hsieh and Teng
(2002) studied the effects of oxygen functionalization on activated carbon cloths for
electric double layer capacitors and found Faradaic current (which contributes to pseudocapacitance) increased substantially with increased oxygen treatment. This resulted in an
increase to specific capacitance, but they also found an increase in inner resistance and
leakage current with increasing oxygen content [185]. Nitrogen is thought to have a similar
effect, increasing pseudo-capacitance and wettability of the electrode [186]. Surface
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chemistry may be introduced through carryover from the precursor composition [110] or
may be introduced during the activation process [30]. Abioye and Ani (2015) discuss
surface functionalization in their review of recent advances in activated carbon for
supercapacitors, commenting that recently surface functionality has majorly impacted the
electrochemical performance of activated carbons [130]. Hu and Dai (2018) provide a
review of doping methods for various carbon materials [188].

Figure 2-3: Illustration of pore distribution in porous carbon material. The electrolyte ions (SO4
and EMI) are unable to enter the smaller pores which are still accessible to nitrogen.

A wide variety of studies have tested the sensitivity of the key activated carbon
properties to variation in the process conditions. With respect to chemically activated
carbons, several studies have found yield decreases with increasing activation severity,
there exists an optimal activation agent ratio and temperature for maximizing SSA and
total pore volume, and more mesoporous structures occur at high impregnation ratios [93,
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107, 134, 135]. Lozano-Castelló et al. (2001) and Rodenas et al. (2003) found that high
nitrogen flow rates may have a large positive impact on pore development during
chemical activation [127, 189]. Physically activated carbons followed a similar trend, with
increased reaction severity decreasing yield but increasing SSA, pore volume, and
average pore diameter [153]. At similar burn-offs, higher temperatures were found to
increase SSA and pore volume [162]. Fast pyrolysis preprocessing produces an activated
carbon with higher total pore volumes than slow pyrolysis, with more macropores [152],
indicating the importance of preprocessing optimization.
Lim et al. (2010) provides a table outlining the optimal operating conditions for a
number of activation methods (both physical, chemical, and dual activation) for a palm
shell precursor, providing a good indication of variations between methods for the same
precursor [116].
With proper optimization, high specific capacitance can be obtained. For example,
Rufford et al. (2008) produced activated carbon from ZnCl 2 activated coffee grounds and
found a specific capacitance for the material of 368 F/g [145]. Elmouwahidi et al. (2012)
achieved a specific capacitance of 355 F/g from KOH activation of Argan seed shells
[141]. Li et al. (2016) produced a hybrid type super capacitor using KOH activated corncob
with specific capacitance of 185 F/g, with energy density of 230 W h/kg at 1747 W/kg and
76.3% capacity retention over 8000 cycles [190]. Many studies focus on the gravimetric
performance of activated carbon, however in some applications volumetric performance
may be important. Due to their porous nature (and thus typically low packing density),
activated carbon may not perform as well in this measure. Packing densities for activated
carbon may often be in the range of 0.4 g/cm 3 [135, 137, 147, 191], however some studies
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have found higher packing densities and thus better volumetric performances. Long et al.
(2015) produced activated carbon with a packing density as high as 1.1 g/cm3 from KOH
soaked soybean, which resulted in a volumetric capacitance of 468 F/cm 3, and despite a
comparatively low SSA of 580 m2/g, they reported a gravimetric capacitance of 425 F/g
[192]. Abioye and Ani (2015) provide a summary of the specific capacitance of activated
carbon materials recently presented in the literature, noting that inconsistent testing
conditions (such as electrolyte used) for specific capacitance may affect results [130].
The factors which are important for consideration for supercapacitor applications can be
seen in summarized in Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4: Factors for consideration for Activated Carbon production.
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2.6.3 Catalytic Hydrothermal Carbonization for Activated Carbon
Several studies have tested doping or catalytic agents during HTC followed by
subsequent activation, often with very promising results. Table 2-11 provides examples
of recent studies producing activated carbon from biomass under a variety of process
conditions, with a focus on those involving HTC as a treatment method. It should be noted
that for the study by Demir et al. (2017) on activated carbon produced from Lecithin, while
the result reported in Table 2-11 at 900⁰C had the highest SSA, the activated carbon
produced at 800⁰C had the highest electrochemical performance despite having a much
lower SSA, likely due to a larger amount of nitrogen retained in the final product due to
the lower process temperature [193]. Zhao et al. (2010) used high nitrogen content
hydrochar as a precursor to KOH activation to produce an activated carbon with high
performance in super capacitors [39]. Hou et al. (2019) produced a high-performance
supercapacitor electrode through sulfuric acid catalyzed hydrothermal carbonization of
nitrogen rich Black-Locust seed dregs, gaining the benefits of both innate nitrogen doping
through precursor choice and increased carbonization through acidic catalysts [82]. Liu
et al. (2017) used sulfur doping during high temperature HTC of glucose followed by KOH
activation to produce sulfur doped nano porous carbon spheres, which resulted in
increased specific capacitance relative to the non-doped sample [88]. Susanti et al.
(2019) used small weight percentages of citric acid in catalyzed hydrothermal
carbonization,

followed by KOH activation

to

produce activated

carbon

for

supercapacitors. They found that the citric acid catalyzed hydrochar produced an
activated carbon with higher BET surface area, as well as increased specific capacitance
[53]. Each of these examples show how the addition of a catalyst for heteroatom doping
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or increased carbonization can result in a more effective activated carbon product. As
such, there is a clear benefit to introducing catalysts into hydrothermal carbonization
before activation, as well as continued research into new catalysts or alternative treatment
methods which may provide better results.

Table 2-11: Recent studies on Activated Carbon production from biomass produced in various
process conditions.
Biomass type

Pretreatment

Jujun Grass
Jujun Grass
Enteromorpha
algae
Arundo donax
L. clavatum
spores
Salacca peel

ITC (180⁰C, 10h)
HTC (180⁰C,10h)
None

Salacca peel
Wheat straw
Lecithin
Glucose and
Sublimed Sulfur
Glucose and S.
Platensis
Microalgae
1,6hexanediamine
And lignin (1:1)
Moso Bamboo
Culms
Citric Acid

Activation
Method
KOH, 3:1
KOH, 3:1
KOH, 3:1

Temp
(⁰C)
800
900
800

Time
(h)
2
2
1

SBET
(m3/g)
2710
2838
2073

VPore_Total
(cm3/g)
1.226
1.231
0.97

[77]
[77]
[140]

ZnCl2, 3:1
CO2

500
900

6

3298
3053

1.9
1.43

[93]
[148]

KOH, 4:1

800

1

0.881

[53]

KOH, 4:1
H3PO4, 2:1

800
500

1
1

1635.4
4
908.39
1258

0.156
0.6867

[53]
[194]

900

1

2695

1.2

[193]

HTC (550⁰C, 3h)

KOH,
Directly from
HTC
KOH, 3:1

800

2

3357

1.64

[88]

HTC (180⁰C, 24h)

KOH, 2:1

750

-

2190

0.94

[80]

HTC (180⁰C, 12h)

KOH, 3:1

800

2

1867.4

0.997

[195]

Pre – Carbonization (650⁰C)
Post – HTC (180⁰C, 24h) in
ammonia/ethylene glycol
solution.
Microwave HTC (800W, 5min)
with Urea + carbonization
(700⁰C, 2h) in Ar

KOH, 4:1

800

2

3485

1.67

[88]

KOH, 2:1

800

2

2397

1.07

[196]

None
Air heated (300⁰C, 6h) and
Carbonized (300⁰C, 2h)
Citric acid catalyzed HTC
(250⁰C, 5h)
HTC (225⁰C, 5h)
ZnCl2 catalyzed HTC (200⁰C,
24h)
KOH and Urea catalyzed HTC
(300⁰C, 0.5h)
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2.7 Conclusions on the State of the Literature
Biomass has shown to be a versatile and effective source of carbon for a variety
of applications, ranging from fuels to supercapacitor materials, and has the substantial
benefit of being a renewable and cleaner resource than fossil fuel sources. Most of the
limitations of raw biomass have been overcome through the use of thermochemical
conversion, which can refine or transform biomass for many desired applications.
Thermochemical conversion techniques, including torrefaction, hydrothermal
carbonization, pyrolysis, and gasification have been investigated thoroughly in the
literature. In particular, hydrothermal carbonization serves as a promising technique for
the processing of high water content biomass. In terms of applications, the maintenance
of functional groups during HTC makes it an appealing technique for the development of
chemically dependent materials, such as supercapacitors. Catalyzed hydrothermal
carbonization offers any even greater control over product chemistry and can create
higher quality products than non-catalyzed HTC. In particular, materials which are
naturally high in nitrogen content have been investigated due to the potential for innate
heteroatom doping causing an increased performance in applications such as
supercapacitors.
While many nitrogen-rich biomasses have been tested in the literature, Corn Wet
Distillers' Fibre and Corn Condensed Distillers' Solubles produced as a by-product of the
bio-ethanol production process, have not been investigated for valorization through
methods such as hydrothermal carbonization or activation. These materials are currently
sold as a mixed stream for cattle feed supplementation due to their high protein content
[197]. The high protein content, which means a high nitrogen content as well, may indicate
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potential for its use in applications such as activated carbons. The high moisture content
of the biomass, as well as the desire to maintain the available nitrogen, indicates that
HTC may be an effective pre-treatment method.
A variety of catalysts have been used in the literature to modify the physical
properties of the hydrochar, or to introduce surface chemistry modifications. Acid
catalysts have been shown to increase level of carbonization for the reaction by
accelerating key reactions. Salt based catalysts and templating methods have had
success with increasing pore development of the resulting hydrochar. Heteroatom doping
agents have had a particularly strong effect on the chemistry of the hydrochar. This wide
variety of additives shows the potentially major improvements and tunability in hydrochar
and activated carbon production when compared to non-catalyzed treatments. While
these catalytic HTC techniques have shown impressive recent progress, there remains
many experimental conditions which have not been tested, such as high temperature
tests of many catalysts, catalyst mixtures, or higher catalyst loadings. In particular, the
metal salt FeCl3, while very corrosive, has shown promise in HTC and as an activating
agent, improving porosity, carbonization, and graphitization, but FeCl3 catalyzed HTC
hydrochar has not been thoroughly investigated, or used as a precursor to activation.
Overall, catalyzed HTC, with a secondary treatment stage if necessary, has the potential
to resolve the existing barriers and deliver activated carbon with unique properties that
are beyond current standards.
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Chapter 3

Hydrothermal Carbonization of Corn Wet

Distillers' Fibre and Corn Condensed Distillers' Solubles
3.1 Introduction
Hydrothermal Carbonization (HTC) is a thermo-chemical processing method for
biomass in which the sample is submerged in water, sealed, and heated under
autogenous pressures. HTC has been tested extensively in the literature under a variety
of conditions and with various biomass sources. It is especially useful for processing
biomass with high moisture content [12], as it does not require pre-drying, and the
relatively low operating temperature has been shown to maintain heteroatoms such as
nitrogen and sulfur content [77, 88], which may be beneficial for a number of hydrochar
applications such as soil amendment [9] or activated carbons for super capacitors [72].
Corn Wet Distillers' Fibre and Corn Condensed Distillers' Solubles are biomass
streams produced as a by-product of the corn-ethanol production process, and are
currently used as a combined stream (Fibre with Syrup or FWS) for cattle feed
supplement [197]. Due to the high nitrogen and moisture content of the biomass sources,
they are well suited for hydrothermal treatment, and may produce high quality hydrochar
for applications such as soil-amendment or to be used for activated carbon production.
While many other corn based [198] or nitrogen rich [9] sources have been investigated
for valorization through hydrothermal carbonization, these two materials have not yet
been investigated individually. The purpose of the following study is to investigate the
properties of the source materials, as well as the products after hydrothermal
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carbonization over a range of temperatures, in order for the materials to be valorized
further in the future.

3.2 Experimental Procedure
Hydrothermal Carbonization
Corn Wet Distillers' Fibre (Corn Fibre) and Corn Condensed Distillers' Solubles
(CDS) were obtained from IGPC Ethanol on December 19th, 2019. The samples were
mixed with deionized water and poured into a Hastelloy 300mL Autoclave (Parker
Autoclave Engineers, Erie PA) with temperature control and magnetic stirring unit. The
unit was sealed and pressurized with nitrogen up to approximately 135psi to ensure
steam would not form during the experiment. The magnetic stirrer was set to 150 RPM.
The internal pressure, temperature, and stirrer RPM was monitored and recorded in one
second intervals throughout the experiment. The reactor was then heated up to the
desired setpoint and the temperature was maintained within 5⁰C of the setpoint for the
desired residence time. CDS was tested at temperatures of 180⁰C, 200⁰C, and 220⁰C for
30 minutes. Corn Fibre was tested at temperatures of 180⁰C, 200⁰C, 220⁰C, 240⁰C, and
260⁰C for 30 minutes, as well as 300⁰C for 60 minutes. After the desired residence time
was reached, the reactor was quickly cooled using an internal water cooling loop. The
solid products were obtained by filtration and dried at 105⁰C for a minimum of 12 hours
and stored in airtight bags. The liquid products were stored in sealed containers and
refrigerated until needed. The experiments are labeled with F for Fibre and C for CDS,
followed by the temperature in ⁰C and the residence time in minutes. For example,
products of Corn Fibre HTC at 240⁰C and 30 minutes would be referred to as F-240-30.
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Proximate Analysis
Proximate analysis, including volatile matter (VM) analysis, ash analysis, moisture
content analysis, and calculation of fixed carbon (FC) content was performed on the
hydrochar product. No value was reported for trials which did not produce a high enough
solid yield to complete the characterization test. Moisture analysis was done by drying a
weighed quantity of wet biomass at 105⁰C for a minimum of 12 hours, measuring the
weight change, and determining the moisture content as per Equation 2-6. The VM
content was determined by heating the sample at 950⁰C for 7 minutes, as per ASTM
standard E872-82 and Equation 2-4, and the dry basis value (moisture content excluded)
found. Ash content was determined by heating the sample to 250⁰C at a rate of 10⁰C/min,
holding for 30 minutes, and the heating to 575⁰C for 3 hours, as per ASTM standard
E1755-01 and Equation 2-5. FC content was taken as the remaining mass, as per
Equation 2-7.
Ultimate Analysis
Ultimate analysis was performed using a Flash 2000 Elemental Analyzer (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), to determine the mass percentage of the carbon
(C), hydrogen (H), nitrogen (N), and sulfur (S) content. Each sample was tested 3 times
and the average value was taken. The oxygen content was assumed to be the remaining
mass percentage, after additionally subtracting ash content if known, as per

Equation

2-8. H/C and O/C atomic ratios were calculated using the mass percentages found and

the atomic mass of the respective elements.
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Thermogravimetric Analysis
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed using a TGA machine (SDTQ600, TA instruments-Waters LLC, New Castle, USA). The test was performed in a
nitrogen atmosphere to measure the thermal decomposition of the sample. The nitrogen
flow rate was set to 50mL/min, with a heating rate of 10⁰C/min to a maximum temperature
of 1000⁰C. In addition to the weight of the sample over time, the rate of change in weight
with temperature was also recorded (DTG).
Higher Heating Value (HHV)
The higher heating value (HHV) was determined with an IKA-C200 bomb
calorimeter (IKA Works, Wilmington, NC, USA).
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
FTIR absorbance spectra were obtained using a Spotlight 200i FT-IR Microscopy
System (PerkinElmer, Massachusetts, USA). A small amount of dried hydrochar was
placed onto the crystal surface and secured. A total of 32 scans at a resolution of 4cm -1
were averaged to give the spectra for analysis with the OriginPro data analysis and
graphing software (Version 9, OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA).
Scanning Electron Microscopy
Samples were prepared for SEM imaging by first spreading a small amount of
sample onto a carbon tab. The sample was then sputter coated with a thin layer of
gold/palladium in Argon atmosphere over 90 seconds. The sample was then placed in
the electron microscope under vacuum and images were taken of the sample at
magnifications of 500x, 1000x, 5,000x, and 10,000x, and the clearest images were
selected. An accelerating voltage of 10 kV was used.
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Total Organic Carbon Content (TOC)
Total organic carbon was measured using a TOC meter (Model: TOC-VCPN,
Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan). The process water from the HTC process was
taken out of storage and diluted with deionized water in a ratio of 1:100 before being sent
for TOC analysis. Each sample was tested 3 times, and the average of the best two
results was taken.
Gas Chromatography–Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS and Py-GC-MS)
The composition of the organic solvent soluble portion of the HTC process liquid
was measured using GC-MS. The HTC liquid was mixed with ethyl acetate and mixed
vigorously. The mixture was allowed to settle to form two separate layers, and the water
portion was removed. This process was repeated for a total of 3 times to increase the
concentration of soluble components in the ethyl acetate solution before being analyzed
by GC-MS.
In addition to the above-mentioned GC-MS analysis, solid samples were analyzed
by Pyrolysis followed by GC-MS, using a single-shot flash pyrolysis of the sample to
produce gases to send through to the GC-MS system (Py-GC-MS). The pyrolysis
conditions used were 500⁰C for 1 minute, and the GC was kept at 300⁰C. Using the Fsearch program, the data was integrated to obtain the area of the peaks, which were then
identified and sorted by area percentage using the Qualitative Analysis 10.0 Software.

3.3 Results and Discussion
The raw biomass (wet and dried) can be seen in Figure 3-1. Dried CDS was ground
after drying to give a more uniform and workable material.
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Figure 3-1: Raw and dried Corn Fibre and CDS physical appearance.

The hydrochar produced from the experiments can be seen in Figure 3-2 for the
Corn Fibre and Figure 3-3 for CDS. All hydrochar are presented without further
processing. It can be seen that the higher temperature hydrothermal treatment resulted
in a darker or black hydrochar, indicating the high level of carbonization.

Figure 3-2: Corn Fibre hydrochar physical appearance.

Figure 3-3: CDS hydrochar physical appearance.

Results from the proximate and ultimate analysis for the raw biomass streams and
hydrochars are presented in Table 3-1. While mass yield from the Corn Fibre was in the
range of 30-60%, CDS had a much lower solid mass yield. This likely indicates that a
higher amount of carbon is present in the liquid phase, however due to low solid yields
the proximate analysis of CDS and CDS hydrochars was not performed. The H/C and
O/C atomic ratios have been graphed on a Van Krevelen Diagram in Figure 3-4, to show
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how the products compare with typical carbon-based materials. It should be noted that
since ash content of CDS hydrochars was not known, the actual O/C ratio would be lower
than what is presented.
Table 3-1: Ultimate and Proximate analysis of Corn Fibre, CDS, and hydrochars.
Source

C (%)

H (%)

N (%)

S (%)

O (%)

Moisture
(%)

F-Raw

48.04 +
1.93
56.57 +
1.32
63.97 +
2.79
65.40 +
1.00
67.88 +
1.15
71.87 +
0.06
77.35 +
0.55
44.00 +
0.80
64.10 +
1.70
69.44 +
0.92
70.50 +
1.60

6.93 +
0.29
7.78 +
0.10
8.56 +
0.65
7.84 +
0.19
7.68 +
1.18
7.60 +
0.02
7.61 +
0.05
7.26 +
0.30
9.10 +
0.24
9.40 +
0.40
9.28 +
0.33

3.16 +
0.46
3.60 +
0.30
2.76 +
0.25
2.53 +
0.23
2.54 +
1.54
2.83 +
0.06
3.91 +
0.06
3.50 +
0.02
3.99 +
0.52
3.62 +
0.74
3.01 +
0.48

0.21 +
0.03
0.23 +
0.02
0.11 +
0.10
0.21 +
0.02
0.19 +
0.01
0.21 +
0.03
0.18 +
0.01
1.59 +
0.08
0.59 +
0.03
0.49 +
0.04
0.35 +
0.03

39.79 +
2.71
31.09 +
1.74
23.87 +
1.44
23.78 +
1.44
21.50 +
3.88
17.29 +
0.17
10.58 +
0.67
43.65 +
1.20
22.22 +
2.49
17.05 +
2.10
16.86 +
2.44

F-180-30
F-200-30
F-220-30
F-240-30
F-260-30
F-300-60
C-Raw
C-180-30
C-200-30
C-220-30
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60.60

VM (%)
(Dry
Basis)
86.10

FC (%)
(Dry
Basis)
12.03

Ash (%)
(Dry
Basis)
1.87

-

83.45

15.82

0.73

-

81.12

18.15

0.73

-

80.31

19.45

0.24

-

77.61

22.18

0.21

-

70.39

29.41

0.20

-

66.93

32.70

0.37

64.80

-

-

13.50

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Figure 3-4: Van Krevelen Diagram of Corn Fibre, CDS, and hydrochars.

The ultimate analysis further shows that, as expected, the carbon content of the
materials was increased with hydrothermal treatment, and that higher temperature HTC
resulted in a more carbonized product. The nitrogen content of both materials was
moderately high, although CDS had a higher nitrogen content than the Corn Fibre. The
nitrogen content of both materials stayed high (and even increased when only treated at
180⁰C), which was expected as the low temperatures of hydrothermal carbonization helps
maintain functional groups. In the case of the hydrochar produced at 180⁰C, the increased
nitrogen content indicated that the loss of nitrogen by mass was slower than the average
mass loss, resulting in a higher weight percentage of nitrogen. Hydrogen content of the
hydrochar also increased at low temperature treatments, similar to the nitrogen content.
As seen in the Van Krevelen diagram, the hydrogen content for the hydrochars is higher
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at the same O/C ratio than hydrochars typically are, which would indicate a large HHV.
This may indicate a prevalence of decarboxylation reactions relative to dehydration, or
may be due to the 8.49% fat content present in the feedstocks [197]. The ash content of
the Corn Fibre was very low to begin with, and the hydrochars had an even lower ash
content. CDS had a substantially higher ash content than the Corn Fibre. Since the
oxygen content of the biomass was determined as the remaining mass after subtracting
all other components, if ash content had been measured, the oxygen content of the CDS
hydrochar would have been even lower at the same H/C ratio.
The higher heating values of the dried Corn Fibre and Corn Fibre hydrochars is
presented in Table 3-2. As indicated by the Van Krevelen Diagram, the HHV of the Corn
Fibre increased with increased severity of HTC and is on the higher end of normal for
biomass. Hoekman et al. (2013) analyzed several biomass materials and hydrochars.
They found Loblolly pine to have an HHV of 20.28 MJ/kg for the raw wood, and 21-29
MJ/Kg for the hydrochars produced at up to 175-295⁰C. They found Corn Stover to be
slightly lower, with a raw HHV of 17.57 MJ/Kg and hydrochars HHV of 18.15-26.26 MJ/Kg
[199]. The Corn Fibre hydrochar had a higher HHV than the Corn Stover or woody
biomass at similar HTC temperatures. Combined with the low ash content, this indicates
excellent combustion characteristics.
Table 3-2: HHV of Corn Fibre and Fibre hydrochars.
Material
Dried Corn Fibre
F-180-30
F-200-30
F-220-30
F-240-30
F-260-30
F-300-60

HHV (MJ/Kg)
20.74
25.36
25.53
27.26
29.9
30.12
33.91
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The thermal stability of the raw materials and hydrochars are shown through the
TGA and DTG curves in Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 for Corn Fibre and Figure 3-7 and
Figure 3-8 for CDS below. From the DTG curve for Corn Fibre samples, it can be seen
that all samples had a peak in rate of mass loss in the 350-400⁰C range. The hydrochars
produced at higher severities (such as F-260-30 and F-300-60) show a smaller and earlier
peak at approximately 250⁰C, as well as a higher residual mass from the TGA curve. CDS
samples followed similar trends, although with a lower residual weight than similarly
treated Corn Fibre samples and a wider mass loss range. The residual mass present after
TGA analysis is indicative of the ash and fixed carbon content. As an example, F-300-60
had an FC content of 32.70% and ash content of 0.37%, and a residual mass after TGA
of 37%. The mass loss peaks at approximately 350⁰C are attributed to Cellulose content,
whereas the earlier peak (around 250⁰C) are attributed to hemicellulose content.
However, lignin content may contribute to a smaller percentage of the mass loss at these
temperatures, as it exhibits a broader and slower mass loss over a wider range of
temperatures [200]. Mass loss at high temperature, such as at approximately 900⁰C in
the raw CDS sample, may be due to vaporization of components of the ash content such
as sodium (which boils just below 900⁰C). Finally, any mass loss up to 105⁰C may indicate
that moisture content had been absorbed into the material after drying, as any other mass
should have left during the drying step.
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Figure 3-5: TGA curves for Corn Fibre and Corn Fibre hydrochars.
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Figure 3-6: DTG curves for Corn Fibre and Corn Fibre hydrochars.
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Figure 3-7: TGA curves for CDS and CDS hydrochars.
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Figure 3-8: DTG curves for CDS and CDS hydrochars.
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The FTIR spectra for the Corn Fibre and CDS materials are presented in Figure
3-9 and Figure 3-10 below. With respect to the Corn Fibre FTIR, the broad band in the
region at approximately 2400-3400cm-1, especially in the higher temperature hydrochars,
indicates the presence of carboxylic acid functional groups. The broad weak band at
3300-3500cm-1 is related to OH stretching and is present in all samples except F-300-60,
indicating that the increased temperature treatment removed some functional groups. The
two intense peaks in the 2850-2960cm-1 range are indicative of Sp3 CH stretch of alkenes.
In addition, the small peak just above 1500 cm-1 and just after 3000 cm-1 may indicate a
smaller presence of Sp2 CH carbons in the hydrochars. Strong peaks around 1700cm-1
in all samples indicate the presence of Ketones (C=O). The vibrations just above 2000cm1

may indicate the presence of some aromatics and is likely not due to noise as it appears

consistently in all samples. The CDS and CDS hydrochars followed similar trends in their
FTIR spectra, and thus likely contain similar surface chemistry, although the substantially
increased intensity of the band between 3300-3500cm-1, particularly in the raw CDS and
C-180-30 spectra, indicates that the CDS has a much stronger OH group presence. In
addition, the fingerprint region (500-1500cm-1) of the two materials varies.
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Figure 3-9: FTIR spectra for Corn Fibre and Corn Fibre hydrochars.
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Figure 3-10: FTIR spectra for CDS and CDS hydrochars.

SEM images of raw Corn Fibre (dried), raw CDS (dried and ground), F-220-30, C220-30, and F-300-60 are shown in Figure 3-11, Figure 3-12, Figure 3-13, Figure 3-14,
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and Figure 3-15 respectively. Magnifications tested were kept the same between samples
where possible, however when smudging and focus issues were too severe, some
magnifications were not obtained. The SEM images of the raw Corn Fibre clearly show
the distinct large particles size of the Corn Fibre when compared with the hydrochars and
CDS images. In addition, the raw Corn Fibre shows some of the innate biological
microstructure. It is clear that the hydrothermal treatment created a more amorphous
structure than that of the raw materials, however no pore development was visible.

Figure 3-11: SEM images of raw Corn Fibre. Magnification from left to right: 500x, 1,000x, and
5,000x.

Figure 3-12: SEM images of Raw CDS. Magnification from left to right: 500x, 5,000x, 10,000x.
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Figure 3-13: SEM images of F-220-30. Magnification from left to right: 500x, 5,000x, 10,000x.

Figure 3-14: SEM images of C-220-30. Magnification from left to right: 500x, 5,000x, 10,000x.

Figure 3-15: SEM images of F-300-60. Magnification from left to right: 500x, 5,000x, 10,000x.

Using the total volume of process water produced, the TOC measured, and the
initial mass and carbon content of the biomass used, the liquid carbon yield was
determined. Solid carbon yield was similarly determined using the mass of char obtained
and the carbon content of the char. The TOC measured (diluted in water at a ratio of
1:100), liquid carbon yield, solid carbon yield, and combined liquid and solid yield are
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presented in Table 3-3. As some of the experiments produced small quantities of char,
the solid carbon yield may have a large uncertainty. Given that HTC gas production
usually accounts for 5-15% of total mass loss [201], the nearly 30% gap in mass yield
after accounting for solid and liquid carbon in some of the experiments indicates the high
potential for error due to lost sample.
Table 3-3: Liquid and solid carbon yields from HTC products.
Liquid Sample
F-180-30
F-200-30
F-220-30
F-240-30
F-260-30
F-300-60
C-180-30
C-200-30
C-220-30

TOC (mg/L)
(1:100 Dilution)
204.1
172.4
61.39
52.74
48.43
118.9
293.7
233.1
252.8

Liquid Carbon
Yield (%)
20.00
17.45
36.93
33.37
31.03
17.66
59.41
48.12
50.77

Solid Carbon Yield
(%)
69.45
65.50
48.16
49.19
43.56
54.51
37.02
35.20
43.77

Liquid + Solid
Carbon Yield (%)
89.45
82.95
85.09
82.56
74.59
72.17
96.44
83.32
94.54

TOC and solid mass yield results had high variability, likely due to uncertainty
introduced in sample collection, however a few clear trends are visible. Liquid carbon
yield is much higher in the CDS experiments compared with Corn Fibre, and thus the
solid carbon yields are higher in the Corn Fibre experiments. In addition, the solid carbon
yield generally reduces at higher severity treatments, which is as expected, as more
carbon is converted into liquid or gas at higher temperatures.
GC-MS analysis of the organic solvent soluble components of the process liquid
determined a high concentration of several components. The Corn Fibre sample showed
a relatively high abundance of 5-Hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF), with a lower abundance
of Mequinol and several other organic compounds and acids. CDS had the highest
abundance, by far, of hydrocarbons, namely Bicyclo[2.2.2]octane, 2-methyl- and 9Octadecyne, with lower abundances of other organic compounds. HMF is a compound
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that is generally produced from sugars such as fructose from acid and metal chloride
catalysts [202]. HMF is considered highly valuable as a building block chemical, used to
produce liquid biofuels such as 2,5-dimethylfuran (DMF) and other important chemical
compounds [203].
The top 10 area percentage compounds obtained from the Py-GC-MS of the raw
materials and solid hydrochars are presented in Table 3-4, Table 3-5, and Table 3-6. The
presence of long hydrocarbon chains with few double or triple carbon-carbon bonding as
the most prevalent compounds from Py-GC-MS, as well as the limited presence of Sp
and Sp2 state carbons from FTIR, may explain why the H/C ratio of the raw material and
hydrochars was so high, although why this structure was maintained to a higher degree
than typical for hydrochars is still unknown. The presence of acidic compounds (such as
palmitic acid and acetic acid) further supports the presence of carboxylic acid functional
groups, as detected by FTIR analysis. The high percentages of Levoglucosan in the lower
severity treatments, which contains OH groups, as well as its reduction in the higher
temperature treatments, supports the FTIR analysis which showed a reduction in OH
stretching with increased reaction severity. CDS also had a high presence of glycerin (a
molecule with even higher OH group presence), which was lost in the CDS-220-30
samples, which may also indicate why raw CDS had such a strong OH stretch, which was
substantially reduced in the CDS hydrochar.
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Table 3-4: Top ten Py-GC-MS peaks by area percent for F-Raw, F-180-30, F-200-30, and F-220-30
Peak
rank
1
2

F-Raw

F-180-30

F-200-30

F-220-30

Levoglucosan (9.94%)
Levoglucosan (7.17%)

Levoglucosan (16.79%)
Levoglucosan (10.13%)

3

2-Methoxy-4vinylphenol (6.10%)

Levoglucosan (22.46%)
Methyl 9,12octadecadienoate
(10.85%)
CO2 (4.21%)

4

CO2 (5.87%)

Methyl 9,12octadecadienoate
(5.03%)
CO2 (4.48%)

Levoglucosan (22.25%)
Methyl 9,12octadecadienoate
(5.43%)
CO2 (5.11%)

5

Unidentified (3.57%)

2-Methoxy-4-vinylphenol
(4.39%)
Palmitic acid (3.13%)

6

Unidentified (2.64%)

Glyceryl monooleate
(3.18%)
2-Methoxy-4vinylphenol (3.14%)
Palmitic acid (2.78%)

7
8

Acetic acid (2.25%)
2-Hydroxy-6,8dioxabicyclo[3.2.1]octan
-4-one (1.90%)
Unidentified (1.87%)

9
10

2-Methoxy-4-vinylphenol
(4.19%)
2-Hydroxy-6,8dioxabicyclo[3.2.1]octan
-4-one (3.94%)
Palmitic acid (2.91%)
Acetic acid (2.59%)

Methyl 9,12octadecadienoate
(1.68%)

2-Hydroxy-6,8dioxabicyclo[3.2.1]octan
-4-one (2.33%)
Unidentified (2.21%)
p-Vinylphenol (2.10%)

Unidentified (1.86%)

Unidentified (1.77%)

Unidentified (1.77%)

1,15-Hexadecadiene
(1.66%)

Unidentified (2.78%)
Unidentified (2.46%)
Hydroxyacetaldehyde
(2.40%)
2-Hydroxy-6,8dioxabicyclo[3.2.1]octa
n-4-one (2.20%)

Table 3-5: Top ten Py-GC-MS peaks by area percent for F-240-30, F-260-30, and F-300-60
Peak
rank
1

F-240-30

F-260-30

F-300-60

4
5
6
7
8

CO2 (4.38%)
Palmitic acid (2.59%)
2-Methoxy-4-vinylphenol (2.31%)
Unidentified (2.18%)
Hydroxyacetaldehyde (2.06%)

Methyl 9,12-octadecadienoate
(51.64%)
Glyceryl monooleate (6.98%)
Methyl 9,12-octadecadienoate
(4.58%)
Levoglucosan (3.25%)
Palmitic acid (3.25%)
CO2 (2.99%)
Unidentified (2.58%)
Unidentified (2.15%)

Oleic acid (58.21%)

2
3

Methyl 9,12-octadecadienoate
(18.98%)
Levoglucosan (12.26%)
Glyceryl monooleate (7.02%)

9

Unidentified (2.04%)

10

Furan (mixed with acrolein and
acetone) (1.53%)

Methyl 9,12-octadecadienoate
(1.87%)
Acetone (1.69%)
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Erucamide (10.38%)
Oleic acid (6.27%)
Oleamide (4.76%)
Palmitic acid (3.59%)
C18H26O5 (2.38%)
Toluene (1.52%)
CH2=CH(CH2)m2CONH(CH2)n-1CH3
(m+n=18, m<11, n<11) (1.31%)
p-Cresol (1.06%)
Unidentified (1.05%)

Table 3-6: Top ten Py-GC-MS peaks by area percent for CDS-Raw and C-220-30
Peak
rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

CDS-Raw

C-220-30

Glycerin (17.12%)
Levoglucosan (9.11)
Methyl 9,12-octadecadienoate (8.81%)
Glycerin (7.03%)
Palmitic acid (4.86%)
CO2 (4.62%)
Methyl 9,12-octadecadienoate (4.26%)
2-(2-Ethoxyethoxy)acetaldehyde (3.55%)
Glycerin (2.87%)
Levoglucosan (2.37%)

Methyl 9,12-octadecadienoate (53.98%)
Palmitic acid (10.02%)
Glyceryl monooleate (5.1%)
Methyl 9,12-octadecadienoate (4.09%)
Oleic acid )3.55%)
Unidentified (3.21%)
CO2 (2.63%)
Squalene (1.69%)
Unidentified (1.42%)
Ethyl palmitate (1.31%)

3.4 Conclusion
Corn Wet Distillers' Fibre and Corn Condensed Distillers' Solubles, share a number
of characteristics, such as containing substantial nitrogen content, high moisture content,
and similar surface functional groups shown by FTIR spectra. However, the two materials
also contain substantial difference which may change what avenues of valorization are
viable. Raw Corn Fibre and Corn Fibre hydrochars showed a very low ash content (1.87%
for the raw material and as low as 0.2% for hydrochars), whereas CDS had a much higher
ash content (13.5%). Hydrothermal treatment of CDS resulted in much lower mass and
solid carbon yield with higher carbonization level than for Corn Fibre at the same
treatment severity. Meanwhile, CDS resulted in higher liquid carbon yields than that of
Corn Fibre. Liquid products from Corn Fibre showed a presence of 5-HMF, a valuable
platform chemical, whereas CDS produced a liquid product rich in hydrocarbons. Corn
Fibre hydrochars produced had an exceptionally high HHV relative to typical hydrochars
and biomass, supported by the high H/C and low O/C ratios obtained. The abnormally
high H/C ratio at a given O/C ratio for the CDS and Corn Fibre hydrochars is further
supported by the abundance of hydrocarbons detected through Py-GC-MS. Hydrochars
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from CDS showed a much higher carbon content at low reaction severity, and FTIR
spectra indicated a much stronger OH group presence than hydrochars from Corn Fibre.
Thermogravimetric analysis of CDS and CDS hydrochars had low residual weights
(approximately 20% in all samples) indicating low thermal stability even after HTC,
whereas Corn Fibre had increased residual weights with increasing reaction severity, up
to nearly 40%. DTG curves for CDS indicate that hemi-cellulose content was largely
reduced by hydrothermal treatment, leaving a larger portion of cellulose remaining. DTG
of Corn Fibre hydrochars were similar at low temperatures but show a reduction in
cellulose content for hydrochar produced from higher severity HTC. Higher reaction
temperatures also appeared to cause a reduction in the relative abundance of surface
functional groups, with treatment at 300⁰C nearly removing the presence of OH groups
from the FTIR spectra. FTIR analysis of OH and carboxylic acid presence was supported
through the Py-GC-MS results, which showed acidic compounds as well as OH dense
compounds such as Levoglucosan (and glycerin in the case of raw CDS) which were
reduced at higher treatment severities. Finally, SEM images suggest an amorphous
nature for the hydrochars, with no pore development visible.
The very low ash content of the Corn Fibre hydrochars, exceptionally high HHV,
and large H/C ratios would indicate a strong potential for their use as an energy source,
either as a solid fuel or as an input for gasification. In addition, HMF in the process water
may be extracted for further value. However, the financial viability of this application over
use as an animal feed supplement should be investigated further. The high nitrogen
content remaining in the hydrochars may indicate a strong potential of the material for
use in applications that require heteroatom doping, and as such the potential of the
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material for activated carbon production should be investigated further, as this would
provide a high-value product. Due to lower solid yields and thermal stability, CDS shows
a much stronger potential for liquid fuel production, and thus further investigation into
hydrothermal liquefaction of this material should be investigated.
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Chapter 4

Catalytic Hydrothermal Carbonization and

Activation of Corn Wet Distillers' Fibre
4.1 Introduction
Hydrothermal Carbonization (HTC) is a thermo-chemical processing method for
biomass in which the sample is submerged in water, sealed, and heated under
autogenous pressures. HTC has been tested extensively in the literature under a variety
of conditions and with various biomass sources. It is especially useful for processing
biomass with high moisture content [12], as it does not require pre-drying, and the
relatively low operating temperature has been shown to maintain heteroatoms such as
nitrogen and sulfur content [77, 88]. The maintenance of heteroatoms gives HTC an
advantage over traditional carbonization for activated carbons for applications such as
super capacitors [72]. Super capacitors require large chemically active surface area, with
hierarchically interconnected pore structure (containing micro, meso, and macro pores)
[169]. The addition of heteroatoms, such as nitrogen and sulfur, can increase pseudocapacitance and result in substantially higher performances [185, 186].
Corn Wet Distillers' Fibre is a biomass stream produced as a by-product of the cornethanol production process, and is currently used as part of a combined stream (Fibre
with Syrup or FWS) for cattle feed supplement [197]. Due to the high nitrogen and
moisture content of the Corn Fibre, they are well suited for hydrothermal treatment,
especially when HTC is used as a pre-processing for activated carbon. In addition to the
benefits of traditional hydrothermal treatment, catalytic hydrothermal carbonization can
produce hydrochars with a higher level of carbonization [55, 63], increased nitrogen or
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sulfur content [79, 81, 86, 88], or increased porosity [71, 72]. One catalyst which has had
limited investigation is FeCl3. The catalyst FeCl3 has been used as an activating agent,
with moderate success, in a number of studies [95, 120, 122]. FeCl3 has also been
investigated separately as a catalyst for HTC, showing a moderate increase in hydrochar
quality, including an increased surface area [58]. The purpose of the following study is to
investigate the potential of FeCl3 to act as a hydrothermal catalyst for Corn Fibre, as well
as the potential of raw Corn Fibre and Corn Fibre hydrochar (catalyzed and uncatalyzed)
as precursors to activated carbon production.

4.2 Experimental Procedure
Catalytic Hydrothermal Carbonization
Corn Wet Distillers' Fibre (Corn Fibre) was obtained from IGPC Ethanol on October
7th, 2019. Ferric Chloride (40% W/V FeCl3, 12.8-14.7% W/V Fe and 3.9-6.6% W/V HCl)
solution and 0.1N HCl solution were purchased from Fisher Scientific, Canada, and used
as received. KOH pellets were purchased from Emplura (> 84% purity) and ground into a
powder for use.
Proportionate quantities of wet Corn Fibre and FeCl3 solution were measured out
so that the mass ratio of dry biomass to FeCl3 would be as desired. Dry biomass to FeCl3
mass ratios of 1:0, 10:1, 5:1, 2:1. 1:1, and 1:2 were tested. In all tests, deionized water
was added to the mixture to bring the total solution volume to 200mL before biomass was
added. The mixture was then poured into a Hastelloy 300mL Autoclave (Parker Autoclave
Engineers, Erie PA) with temperature control and magnetic stirring unit. Hastelloy was
used to resist the corrosive nature of FeCl3, which also restricted the testing of higher
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temperatures as the risk of corrosion increases with temperature. The unit was sealed
and pressurized with nitrogen up to approximately 135psi to ensure steam would not form
during the experiment. The magnetic stirrer was set to 150 RPM. The internal pressure,
temperature, and stirrer RPM was monitored and recorded in one second intervals
throughout the experiment. The reactor was heated and the temperature was maintained
at 220⁰C + 5⁰C for 60 minutes. The reactor was then quickly cooled using an internal
water cooling loop. The solid products were separated by filtration and washed. The
washing procedure involved washing the solid sample several times with hot deionized
water, followed by several washes with 100mL of 0.1N HCl, and again washed with large
quantities of hot deionized water. The washed solid samples were then dried at 105⁰C for
a minimum of 12 hours and stored in airtight bags. The samples were named with respect
to their dry biomass to FeCl3 mass ratio used in the experiment. For example, a trial using
30g dry equivalent of biomass mixed with 75mL of 40% FeCl 3 solution (30g of FeCl3 which
is 100% of the mass of biomass used) would be denoted HTC-100.
Chemical Activation
A total of 3 samples were tested for activation, raw Corn Fibre, HTC-0, and HTC20. The raw Corn Fibre was first dried at 105⁰C and ground into a powder before use.
The samples were mixed with KOH in a 2:1 mass ratio (KOH to biomass) and inserted
into a sealable stainless-steel vertical reactor. Nitrogen was passed through the reactor
at a rate of approximately 800ml/min, and the reactor was heated inside a muffle furnace
at a rate of 10⁰C/minute up to the setpoint of 800⁰C. The setpoint was maintained for 1
hour, after which the reactor was cooled. The activated sample was then washed with
deionized water, followed by 100mL of 0.1N HCl, and then again washed with a large
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quantity of deionized water. The products were labeled as AC followed by the precursor,
including AC-Raw, AC-HTC-0, and AC-HTC-20.
Characterization
Characterizations tests performed on the raw sample and hydrochar include
Ultimate Analysis, Ash analysis, Moisture analysis, TGA and DTG, FTIR, and SEM. SEM
images were taken of the dried sample before grinding, as used in the HTC reaction.
Activated carbon samples were tested by SEM, FTIR, TGA and DTG. For information on
how these characterizations were performed, refer to Section 3.2. In addition, activated
carbons were analyzed for SSA, pore-size distribution, total pore volume, and average
micropore size by nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms at 77.35 K from P/Po of 0.1
to 0.9. The data was analyzed in Quantachrome ASiQwin Version 5.0.

4.3 Results and Discussion
The pressure of the reactor over time during the experiments is presented in Figure
4-1 below. As can be seen, the higher the concentration of FeCl 3 added, the higher the
pressure reached. This pressure change may be substantial, as it can result in altered
reaction pathways. In addition, the internal temperature of the reactor throughout the
experiment is shown in Figure 4-2 in order to show the consistency of the reaction
temperature and time between trials.
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Figure 4-1: Pressure of catalyzed HTC experiments over reaction time.
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Figure 4-2: Temperature of catalyzed HTC experiments over reaction time.

Moisture content of the Raw Fibre was determined through 4 trials to be (63.6 +
0.12) percent. CHNS-O and ash content can be seen in Table 4-1 below. There appears
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to be a slight increase in degree of carbonization with the addition of the catalyst, however
increased concentration of FeCl3 did not appear to further increase carbonization. Ash
content appears to have increased at high concentrations of FeCl 3, potentially indicating
that Fe atoms remain within the carbon matrix. The most severe effect that increasing
concentration of FeCl3 had was the reduction in the nitrogen content of the biomass.
Given that nitrogen content is generally seen as advantageous in many applications of
hydrochar, this effect is undesirable. The Van Krevelen diagram, showing atomic H/C and
O/C ratios, for the raw Corn Fibre and hydrochars can be seen in Figure 4-3. While there
was a slight change to H/C and O/C atomic ratio due to the addition of FeCl 3, increasing
concentration further had little to no effect on these ratios.
Table 4-1: Ultimate Analysis and ash content of raw Corn Fibre and catalyzed HTC hydrochars.
Source

C (%)

H (%)

N (%)

S (%)

O (%)

Raw Fibre
HTC-0
HTC-10
HTC-20
HTC-50
HTC-100

49.48 + 1.40
67.28 + 0.38
69.81 + 0.31
72.19 + 0.21
70.38 + 0.44

6.93 + 0.22
7.32 + 0.19
6.77 + 0.18
7.02 + 0.12
6.49 + 0.10

0.19 + 0.07
0.22 + 0.018
0.29 + 0.01
0.29 + 0.011
0.24 + 0.016

38.58 + 2.58
21.78 + 0.80
19.51 + 0.58
18.56 + 0.40
21.28 + 0.57
20.98 + 0.57

70.53 + 0.52
69.66 + 0.06

6.64 + 0.04
6.57 + 0.03

2.96 + 0.88
2.82 + 0.21
2.54 + 0.07
1.84 + 0.05
1.02 + 0.016
0.758 +
0.0014
0.60 + 0.01

Ash (%)
(Dry Basis)
1.85
0.56
1.08
0.09
0.57
0.88

19.54 + 0.12

3.44

HTC-200
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0.202 + 0.007
0.19 + 0.014

Figure 4-3: Van Krevelen diagram of raw Corn Fibre and catalyzed HTC hydrochars.

TGA and DTG curves for the raw sample and hydrochars can be seen in Figure
4-4 and Figure 4-5 respectively. It can be seen that hydrothermal treatment resulted in a
substantial increase to thermal stability and residual weight. The addition of higher
concentrations of FeCl3 appeared to increase thermal stability and residual weight of the
samples. This is also seen in the variations of the DTG curves for the uncatalyzed and
catalyzed HTC hydrochars, as the catalyzed hydrochars have a substantially less intense
peak around 400⁰C than the uncatalyzed samples. This may be due to increased
hydrolysis reactions causing the alteration of cellulose content to alternative and more
thermally stable forms of carbon, as FeCl3 is a lewis-acid, and thus may increase the rate
of hydrolysis and aromatization reactions during HTC [58].
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Figure 4-4: TGA curves for raw Corn Fibre and catalyzed HTC hydrochars.
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Figure 4-5: DTG curves for raw Corn Fibre and catalyzed HTC hydrochars.
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Inspecting the FTIR spectra, seen in Figure 4-6, a broad band in the region of
approximately 2400-3400cm-1 can be seen, especially in the catalytic hydrochars, which
may indicate the presence of Carboxylic acid functional groups. The broad weak band at
3300-3500cm-1 is likely related to OH stretching and is only present in the non-catalytic
and raw sample, indicating that the catalytic treatment may remove the OH groups. The
two intense peaks in the 2850-2960cm-1 range are indicative of Sp3 CH stretch of alkenes.
In addition, the small peak just above 1500 cm -1 and just after 3000 cm-1 may indicate a
smaller presence of Sp2 CH carbons, although samples with higher catalyst concentration
exhibit lower intensity peaks in these areas. Strong peaks around 1700cm-1 in all samples
indicate the presence of Ketones (C=O). The vibrations just above 2000cm -1 may indicate
the presence of some aromatics, as they are consistent between samples and therefore
likely not due to noise.
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Figure 4-6: FTIR spectra for raw Corn Fibre and catalyzed HTC hydrochars.
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SEM images for the HTC-0, HTC-20, and HTC-200 hydrochars can be seen in
Figure 4-7, Figure 4-8, and Figure 4-9 respectively. It can be seen from the images that
the hydrochars have an amorphous structure. Additionally, the images for HTC-20
appears to have small pores developed as well as carbon microspheres, and the HTC200 sample appears to have a greater quantity of pores, although neither appear to have
pore development that may indicate activated carbon level of pore development. It is
possible that a more severe treatment (above the melting temperature of FeCl3 of
approximately 300⁰C) may increase the pore development more, although the corrosive
nature of the catalyst limits the ease at which this can be done.

Figure 4-7: SEM images of HTC-0 sample. Magnification from left to right: 1,000x, 5,000x.

Figure 4-8: SEM images of HTC-20 sample. Magnification from left to right: 500x, 1000x, 5000x.
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Figure 4-9: SEM images of HTC-200 sample. Magnification from left to right: 500x, 5,000x, 10,000x.

In addition, while no characterization tests were done on the process water from
the hydrothermal reaction, it was observed that the HTC-200 test, which reached a
substantially higher pressure than the other reactions, had a green-colored process water
in contrast to the dark brown color of all of the other reactions. To give a better indication
of the cause, a solution of KOH was prepared by mixing 10g KOH powder with 500mL of
water and 150mL of the solution was slowly added to 25mL of the HTC-200 process
water. The process water solution turned from a dark green translucent liquid to a
brownish opaque liquid. The solution was then filtered into a solid (brownish wet solid)
and light green liquid which is more transparent than the original process water. Finally,
the light green transparent liquid was mixed with the remaining KOH solution quickly, and
the mixture formed two-phases, one clear solution and another an insoluble green solid.
The green solid in the solution, if removed and brought into ambient air, quickly reacted
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to turn reddish-brown. The various states of products can be seen in Figure 4-10.

Figure 4-10: Process water and aqueous KOH reaction products. From left to right: a) After
filtering the process water and KOH mixture. b) After additional rapid KOH mixing. c) After
exposure to air when filtering. d) Mixture after settling for several hours.

It is thought that the high pressure of the reactor in the case of HTC-200 resulted
in the conversion of some of the FeCl3 to FeCl2, which resulted in the green color of the
process water. Adding KOH slowly while mixing allowed for the reaction with atmospheric
oxygen, and thus the formation of Fe 2O3 or its hydrates. When mixed quickly, there was
no time to react with atmospheric O2, and thus the Fe(OH)2 precipitated to form the dark
green solid. The water acted as a protective layer to limit reactions with atmospheric O2,
but when taken out of solution the solid would again form Fe 2O3. The reaction of FeCl2
with KOH, and the reaction of Fe(OH)2 with O2 are shown in Equation 4-1 and Equation
4-2 below.
FeCl2 + 2 KOH → 2 KCl + Fe(OH)2
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Equation 4-1

4 Fe(OH)2 + O2 → 2 Fe2O3 + 4 H2O

Equation 4-2

Activated carbons produced from the raw Corn Fibre, HTC-0, and HTC-20 samples
were chosen to be analyzed. The TGA and DTG curves are given below in Figure 4-11
and Figure 4-12 respectively. The TGA graph clearly shows that hydrothermal treatment
of the biomass prior to activation increases the thermal stability and residual mass after
activation. This effect may be due to an increased removal of thermally unstable
components through the 2-step process, and the severity of this effect may have been
reduced if activation residence time was longer. The DTG curve shows some surface
moisture loss (below 105⁰C), with the greatest weight loss rate occurring at approximately
520⁰C for the activated carbon from raw Corn Fibre, and a wider curve peaking at
approximately 650⁰C for the activated carbons from hydrochar. The transition from weight
loss peaks at approximately 300-400⁰C to weight loss peaks in the range of 500-700⁰C
has been shown previously to signify the transition from amorphous carbons to carbon
nanotubes in an atmosphere with some oxygen availability [204], or alternatively similar
weight loss was seen in other studies on biomass derived activated carbons [205]. The
later peak for hydrochar derived activated carbons may be an indication of increased
carbonization/graphitization of these samples. This was supported by the appearance
and feel of the activated carbons, which were more similar to graphite than the activated
carbon of raw biomass which had a softer texture.
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Figure 4-11: TGA curves for activated carbon samples.
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Figure 4-12: DTG curves for activated carbon samples.
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FTIR spectra for the activated carbon samples can be seen in Figure 4-13. The
peaks just before 1600 wavenumber likely correspond to ketones (C=O). One would
expect a large peak for various carbon configurations, (Sp 3, Sp2, or Sp states) given the
high degree of carbonization which had occurred; however, the typical signs of these
bonds are not present. In addition, there has been a large removal of any presence of OH
or carboxylic acid stretching. The various peaks between 800 and 3000 wavenumbers
may indicate aromatic structures being present, such as 1,3,5- trisub at 880 wavenumber
in all samples as well as at 754 in the AC-Raw sample, or C-C rings in the range of 14001600 wavenumber.
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Figure 4-13: FTIR spectra for activated carbon samples.

SEM images of the activated samples over a range of magnifications can be seen
in Figure 4-14, Figure 4-16, and Figure 4-18, whereas several images taken at 1,000x
magnification can be seen for each activated sample from Figure 4-15, Figure 4-17, and
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Figure 4-19. Each set of SEM images clearly shows the development of substantial
porous structures.

Figure 4-14: SEM images of AC-Raw. Magnification from left to right: 500x, 5,000x, 10,000x.

Figure 4-15: SEM images of AC-Raw taken at 1,000x magnification.

Figure 4-16: SEM images of AC-HTC-0. Magnification from left to right: 500x, 5,000x, 10,000x.
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Figure 4-17: SEM images of AC-HTC-0 taken at 1,000x magnification.

Figure 4-18: SEM images of AC-HTC-20. Magnification from left to right: 5,000x, 10,000x, 30,000x.

Figure 4-19: SEM images of AC-HTC-20 taken at 1,000x magnification.

The quality of the three activated carbon samples are more specifically defined by
their SSA, pore volume, and pore size distribution. The raw isotherm data is presented in
Figure 4-20. Table 4-2 outlines these properties, as per the Quanta chrome 5.0 software
and the NLDFT method. The pore size distributions of the activated samples are
presented in Figure 4-21. It can be seen that the hydrothermal treatment created a
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moderately increased quality in the activated carbon with respect to pore development.
In addition, the catalytic treatment with FeCl3 further increased the surface area and pore
volume relative to the non-catalytic sample, as well as increasing average micropore
radius.

Figure 4-20: Nitrogen isotherm data of activated carbon samples.

Table 4-2: Specific surface area, total pore volume, and average micropore size of activated
carbon samples by NLDFT method of nitrogen isotherms.
Sample

NLDFT SSA (m2/g)

Total Pore Volume (cc/g)

Ravg, micropore (nm)

AC-Raw

789

0.469

1.01

AC-HTC-0

1046

0.494

1.16

AC-HTC-20

1220

0.681

1.81
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Figure 4-21: Pore size distribution for activated carbon samples. a) Activated carbon from raw
corn fibre, b) Activated carbon from HTC-0, and c) Activated carbon from HTC-20.

The slight variations in micropore size distribution may be an important aspect to
maximize performance. In particular, since the FeCl3 catalyzed hydrochar produced an
activated carbon with a larger average micropore size, it may be more suited to use
when used in supercapacitors with slightly larger electrolyte ion size. As such, this factor
should be considered when deciding to use FeCl3 in the pre-processing step or not.

4.4 Conclusions
FeCl3 catalyzed HTC has been shown to increase degree of carbonization slightly,
while small concentrations were found to be ideal, as the degree of carbonization did not
increase further with higher catalyst loading but nitrogen content was removed from the
material, ash content was increased, and residual weight after TGA was increased from
35% to 41%. The addition of FeCl3 appears to have also caused the removal of OH
functional groupings. A small amount of pore development may have occurred in the
material with FeCl3 use; however, the level of porosity is small. In addition, pressure buildup at higher catalyst loadings has shown evidence of the conversion of FeCl3 to FeCl2.
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These results are in-line with previously reported HTC catalyzed by FeCl3, which
found increased carbonization and carbon microsphere development [58]. Future studies
on FeCl3 may look to overcome issues with the corrosive nature of the catalyst and test
it in higher temperature HTC, particularly for the possibility of increasing the surface area
of the produced hydrochar. Additionally, surface elemental analysis (EDS) and X-ray
Fluorescence (XRF) ash composition analysis may be useful to test whether or not Fe
has been introduced into the sample.
Activated carbons produced from Corn Fibre and Corn Fibre hydrochars showed
major pore development through SEM images, and substantially increased thermal
stability. The thermal stability of the hydrochar derived activated carbons was
substantially higher than that of the raw Corn Fibre derived activated carbon, increasing
from 48% to 85%, indicating a higher degree of graphitization/carbonization. The SEM
images of the activated carbon produced by catalyzed HTC hydrochar appeared to have
some surface degradation or modifications to the material surface, which may be due to
the presence of Fe. The specific surface area of the activated carbon from raw corn fibre
produced a moderate SSA of 789m2/g, which increased to 1046m2/g and 1220m2/g for
the HTC and FeCl3 catalyzed HTC pretreated samples respectively. FTIR spectra show
a significant reduction in OH functional groups and Sp3 carbon bonds for all activated
samples relative to the hydrochars.
Further studies into the BET surface area should be performed to provide a more
precise comparison of pore development between the three activated carbon samples
and other reaction conditions. In addition, elemental analysis (CHNS-O) and XRD
analysis for crystallinity may provide a more definite analysis of the carbon content and
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degree of graphitization of the samples, as well as the amount of innate nitrogen doping
resulting from the nitrogen content of the biomass and hydrochars.
Overall, Corn Fibre has shown potential as a source material for activated carbon
production, with noticeable pore development combined with HTC or activated directly,
which may be a potential method of valorization for this material. However, more analysis
is required to determine suitability for use in applications such as supercapacitors. A
financial analysis should be performed to determine if this valorization is worth the extra
processing. Additionally, physical activation tests may be performed to see whether or
not a similar pore development can be achieved using this method as well.
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Chapter 5

Concluding Remarks

5.1 Conclusions
Corn Wet Distillers' Fibre (Corn Fibre) and Corn Condensed Distillers' Solubles
(CDS) were successfully characterized and tested through hydrothermal carbonization.
Corn Wet Distillers’ Fibre was further tested by catalytic hydrothermal carbonization and
chemical activation. The high moisture content of the two biomass sources indicate the
potential for hydrothermal treatment. The study results found that CDS has low solid
yields and may be more suitable for hydrothermal liquefactions, as it obtained higher
liquid carbon yields. Corn Fibre obtained a higher solid carbon yield, and the resulting
hydrochar showed a high nitrogen content. The combustion characteristics, including
higher heating value, ash content, and hydrophobicity seen by reduced OH presence,
were exceptional in the case of the Corn Fibre hydrochar, with higher heating values as
high as 33.91 MJ/kg, carbon content as high as 77.35%, ash content as low as 0.20%,
while maintaining nitrogen content above 3%. The thermal stability of the hydrochars
increased with higher HTC temperature, and was higher for Corn Fibre than CDS.
Additionally, the process water from the reaction with Corn Fibre contained a high quantity
of 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF), a valuable platform chemical, which offers further
potential for valorization.
The catalytic hydrothermal carbonization of Corn Fibre using FeCl3 resulted in a
slight increase in level of carbonization, formation of carbon microspheres, reduction in
OH groupings, and removal of nitrogen content from the hydrochar at high concentrations.
Due to the undesirable removal of nitrogen content and lack of further increase in
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carbonization at high concentration levels, low catalyst loadings are recommended for
hydrothermal carbonization with this catalyst.
Activation using KOH of the Corn Fibre for raw biomass, hydrochar, and catalyzed
hydrochar resulted in significant pore development. Functional groups appeared to be
significantly reduced with activation. Thermal stability of the activated carbons produced
from hydrochars was substantially increased relative to activated carbons from raw Corn
Fibre, and the material appeared to have a more graphite-like appearance when
produced from hydrochar. Specific surface area was increased from 789m2/g to 1046m2/g
by hydrothermal pretreatment prior to activation, further increased to 1220m2/g for the
sample pretreated with catalytic HTC using FeCl3.
In conclusion, the potential of HTC and chemical activation for valorization of CDS
and Corn Fibre were successfully investigated. In addition, the effects of FeCl3 catalysis
on HTC was investigated at various concentrations. Corn Fibre has shown potential for
solid fuel or advanced carbon material applications through HTC, whereas CDS may
benefit from studies on HTL or HTG.

5.2 Recommendations for Future Works
While this work provides preliminary investigations on the potential valorization of
CDS and Corn Fibre through hydrothermal carbonization or activation, a number of
questions remain to be answered.
For Corn Fibre products, elemental analysis (CHNS-O) and XRD analysis would
provide key information on the properties of the produced activated carbon to give a better
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perspective on the benefits of using hydrochar rather than raw biomass for activation,
including changes to level of graphitization and nitrogen content of the activated carbon.
In addition, further studies with wider P/Po ranges during nitrogen adsorption may provide
a more accurate look at the micropore structure and surface area. These investigations
would also give a better perspective on the viability of the activated carbon for
supercapacitor applications. In addition, further investigation into the unusually high H/C
and O/C ratio by H-NMR and C-NMR of the hydrochars may provide more insight into the
hydrochar composition and reaction mechanisms during HTC. Investigation into the
extraction of HMF from the HTC process water of Corn Fibre may help increase economic
viability of the process. In the case of CDS, further investigations into the conversion of
the carbon-rich process water into liquid biofuels should be performed.
In the case of FeCl3 catalysis for hydrothermal treatment and subsequent activation,
EDS on the sample surface and XRF on ash content should be performed to detect
whether iron has been introduced into the sample. Testing on higher temperature HTC
with catalysis may provide more interesting results, such as increased surface area,
however the extremely corrosive nature, especially at high temperatures, as well as the
increased pressure will be a major obstacle to the viability of the process.
Finally, economic analysis relative to the current application as a feedstock
supplement should be performed to see whether or not these valorization paths are
worthwhile for Corn Fibre or CDS.
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